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Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

Sgt. Vlernes works the halls of Cape Elizabeth High School.

Sergeant First Class Allan l. Viernes is the station commander at the Army recruiting office in Portland. As a career
soldier, he lives the slogan, "Be All You Can Be."
Sgt. Viernes is the point man for the Army's national
advertising and marketing campaign aimed at attracting
young recruits to the Army. He is selling the U.S. Army
and he is proud of it.
"We're selling a product here, unlike an individual who
sells encyclopedias," says Viernes. "You have the encyclopedia in front of you. You feel it, you touch it. You really don't
feel or touch the Army until you're in there."
For that, most recruits have only their recruiter's word
to go on.
•
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Casco Bay Weekly

labors to deliver in Maine
IN BRIEF: Rainbow
Maine progressives who taking the message that organ- Kittery Naval Base) to life-

YOU COULD WIN
ATTENTION

a lO-day vacation featuring

SUN
WORSHIPERS

DELUXE TRAVEL ON

Ferry fees swell
A June-through-September
fare increase for ferry service
to the Casco Bay islands was
implemented at a May 19
meeting of the Casco Bay Island Transit District. The
summer price ofa single Peaks
round trip ticket will go from
$3 to $3.50; Long, $4.10 to $4.75;
Cliff, $5.75 to $6.65. Freight
rates will rise 11 percent and
vehicle rates 20 percent.

the VENICE SIMPWN ORIENT EXPRESS
CUSTOM-DESIGNED BY HEWINS TRAVEL ofPORTIAND

to be raflled at the Portland Museum of Art
22 June 1989.

Cruise in to see
a great selection
of 1 piece suits
and bikinis.

Harbor speed slows

Hewins lravel is proud to announce this $10,000 vacation for
two featw'ing round-trip air fare (to London from Portland,
Boston, or New York and home from Milan), deluxe accommodations in your choice of two cities (London, Paris, Zurich,
Innsbruck or Venice), and travel money. lravel must be
completed by 1 June 1990.
Raflle tickets are $100 and only 350 tickets will be sold, so your
chances of winning this extraordinary vacation are excellent.
All proceeds benefit the Portland Museum of Art. Tickets may
be purchased at the Museum Shop during regular hours
(Thes.-Sun.), at Hewins li'avel, 100 Commercial St., Portland. or
by sending a check for $100, payable to the Museum Guild to:

345 Fore St. • Portland
773-7784

ORIENT EXPRESS
Portland Museum of Art
Seven Congress Square
Portland ME 04101

For further information, call Hewins at 772-7252.

HOURS: Monday-Saturday 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

"I LOST 85 L&5.
IA
and 76 'h INCHES
/II have tried all kinds of diets and nothing hod
worked until I visited Beverly' Hills Weight Loss
Clinic. I have more energy' than I've ever hod. I
look and feel great and nhink my husband is
more excited about my weight loss than I am.
I have to stop and look every time I pass a mirror to see if it's really me. I weigh tile some now
as I did 20 years ago//1 ~ d'~
All Programs
Join with a friend and
receive an additional 10% off

May 26th & 27th

June 2 & 3 Class Action • Wednesday June 7 David Good

• DAILY SCHEDULE •
ALL CRUISES:
$8 per person; $7 children/ senior citizens
Group rates available

10:00 - 11:30
CASCO BAY CRUISE

12:10 - 12:50
HARBOR LUNCH CRUISE ($j.OO)
Bring your own lunch, or order hot or cold sandwiches
from our snack bar. FuU beverage service.

1:15 - 2:45

3:15 - 4:45

Island Cruise

Harbor Cruise

Departs frOIn Fishennan's Wharf· Conunercial St.
Look for our Ticket Booth· 883-5456

NEWS OF
THE WEIRD

Increased boat traffic in
Portland Harbor has led the
Portland HarborCommissioners to drop the speed limit from
25 to 10 mph in the center channel. The limit goes into effect
July 2 from the Veteran's
bridge out to the State Pier
and Portland Pipeline pier No.
1. The speed limit around
docks and marinas remains 5
mph.
The commissioners also
decided that all moorings
must be removed from Cocktail Cove, which is the only
access to Jewell Island, a state
park.

OUI work force

... Robert Hamm, 73, fell
over backwards into a garbage
can on his front porch in Rochester, N.Y., in January, got
stuck, and was found dead
several days later. He had
waved once to a neighbor from
inside the can, but she said she
did not realize he was in distress.
...Now available: a videocassette of excerpts from the
popular 1986 Japanese TV
show "Endurance" in which
contestants win money by
competing to see, for example,
who can hold the longest onto
a greased pole above a pit of
real alligators; who can stay
tied down the longest with
cheese on his chest and rats
crawling over his body; and
who can eat unmentionable
innards of animals. According
to the tape's distributor, "It's
the curiosity of people doing
things that you and I can't
imagine, and the object of the
game is that every man has his
price."
... A ski resort north of
Tehran features six segregated
slopes (four for men, two for
women) because of the government interpretation of Islamic law that requires separation where women are not
veiled.
... Donald Morris Smith was
sentenced to 70 years in jail in
Tarboro, N.C., for the August
death of the Wilson Candy
Company's owner in Rocky
Mount. The victim was found
beaten to death witha 9-pound,
two-and-a-half-footcandycane
on display at his plant.
...The U.S. Justice Department says one-third of all those
convicted of a felony by state
courts in 1986 did not serve
time in jail or prison.
or In a January head-on collision enroute to the cemetery,
hearse driver Jack Volkering,
59, was killed when the body
he was transporting was
thrown toward the front of the
hearse, crushing him against
the dashboard.

The crowded Cumberland
County Jail got a break and
SMVTI got a labor force for
the weekend of May 20 when
an alternative sentencing program sent OUI convicts to
South Portland instead of to
jail. Twenty-eight people
opted for two days of scraping, painting and raking instead of two days in jail. The
construction corps also got
eight hours of alcohol and
drug education. Sergeant
Chris Muse of the Cumberland County Jail said the program was borrowed from
Kennebec County, where it
has reduced the rate of repeat
offenses dramatically.

-Chuck Sheperd/AlterNet

-Hannah Holmes

came together at a Rainbow
Coalition conference in Bath on
May 20 found that giving birth
to a political movement is neither quick nor easy. Small
groups hammered out social
and political agendas in four
efficient workshops, but when
the grou p met as a whole it was
soon mired in politics.
"The forces of good are not
together," warned keynote
speaker Mel King, who
founded the Rainbow Coalition in Boston. "The Rainbow
Coalition is about dealing with
structural relationships, overcoming the concept of the 'preferred.' If we don't figure out
how to work with the people
on the other side of the aisle,
we're falling into the old trap."
Despite the warning, during the full session people
began to express dissatisfaction
with what one person called a
"we and we" structure. The
workshop members tried to
present their conclusions to the
whole group for feedback, but
organizational problems repeatedly derailed the process.
While some people left quietly, others took Mel King's
advice, and hit the problem
head on.
"I'm feeling a little depressed," one woman told the
group before leaving.
"Walls are being built," said
participant Jim Hewey. "There
seems to be a big power
struggle within this loosely knit
group. I'm a little confused."
But other people cautioned
that the birth of a political
movement is not a quick or
easy thing. "We have to keep

izing is very hard," said organizer Brenda Humphry to a
handful of people who remained at the end of the day.
Among the problems is that
the 55 people couldn't really
act officially on their own recommendations because the
Maine Rainbow Coalition isn't
formally chartered yet. Besides
that, some people who were
not among the organizers of
the conference felt they were
gi ven no role after they had
presented their workshop reports.
Political wrangling aside,
the workshops did generate
ambitious agendas in four areas: environmental, global
policy, equality and labor.
The environmental group
recommended that the Maine
Rainbow lobby legislators to
use this year's income tax surplus to establish a 13-year environmental education program in the Maine school system. Another goal is to compile
a directory of environmental
groups in Maine, and a manual
for establishing grassroots organizations. Anotheris tosponsor a state conference for environmental groups. Finally, the
group wants to playa visible
part in Earth Day 1990.
The global policy group
called for a re-opening of the
Iran-Contra hearings, and of
the short-range missile talks.
Closer to home, they called for
plans to convert six defenserelated structures (Bath Iron
Works,
Saco
Defense,
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard,
Loring Air Force Base and
Brunswick Naval Air Station,

enhancing uses. They urged
support for the cruise missile
referendum, and for a petition
asking U.S. Senators George
Mitchell and William Cohen to
sponsor legislation requiring
Unites States companies to
withdraw
SouthaddressAfrica.
(A similar from
proposal
ing Isreal's oppression of Palestine failed to get unanimous
support.)
The equality workshop
concentrated on legislative issues. It recommended phone
calls to Maine legislators in
support of the lesbian/gay
rights bill. It also supported a
health insurance bill that would
extend coverage to thousands
of uninsured Mainers. It supported a bill that would allow
civil prosecution fornon-physical forms of harassment, and
urged continued support for
handicapped access to public
transportation.
The labor workshop produced a list of ideals for the
Rainbow to consider. Among
these was a shift of ideology
"from greed to need," a strong
legislative presence, better
health and child care, stricter
safety standards, and equity for
women and minorities.
The Cumberland/Sagadahoc county conference was
called by an "organizational
subcommittee" of an "Interim
Rainbow Committee," which
ismadeupofleaders from Jesse
jackson's campaigns. Conferences like it are being held
across the state, and a statewide convention to choose a
leadership council is planned
for the fall.
-Hannah Holmes

A protest of tbe Exxon
oil spiU was sponsored
May 18 by new
coaUtionof
environmental groups
called Maine Eartb Sea
AUiance (MESA).
Besides dumping
moQasses on a map of
Maitre to symholize a
spill, tbe group advised
peop,/e to take
reusable grocery bags
to tbe store, and to pay
attention to packaging
and transportation
babits.

Health care group
hollers for dollars
The Consumers for Affordable Health Care will be presenting huge, yellow thankyou notes to Governor John
McKernan, applauding his
support for a bill that would
extend medical insurance to
Maine's 130,000 uninsured
people. However, the group
pointed ou t, it would be nice if
the governor funded the bill,
as well. While McKernan has
said health care is a priority,
he has said there is no money
in his budget for the $30 to $50
million program.

Buxton temple try
Plans by the Portland area
Cambodian community to
build a temple in Buxton got a
cold reception at a May 22
hearing before the Buxton
planning board. The Cambodian group hopes to renovate
a three-story chicken bam on
the Simpson Road into a center for festivals and spiritual
activities. The monk Mang So,
who lives in an apartment/
temple on Cumberland A venue in Portland would relocate to the quiet of Buxton. A
large number of neighbors
objected, and the board postponed its decision until it gets
traffic and legal information.
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Chamber chops infonnation office staff
Tourist information will be
available on a self-serve basis
this summer at the Chamber of
Commerce's tourist information office at 142 Free Street in
Portland. About 22,000 people
walked into the office for information last year, where up to
four staffers answered questions and sold t-shirts. This year
the staffers have been let go.
lt has only been a year since
the chamber took over operation of the tourist office from
the Maine Publicity Bureau.
George Stobie, director of the
Maine Publicity Bureau, said
the bureau is supposed to provide statewide information.
"The inquiries began to be for
the city, not the state," said
Stobie. '1t really was turning

into a chamber of commerce
function."
So the bureau pulled out last
April, and left the chamber
holding the bag. The office cost
$78,000 last year, resulting in a
debt of about $45,000.
"We were not able to find
the means to support it," said
chamber director Bill Nugent.
"We're going through budget.
Anything and everything is up
for grabs." The chamber has
about 1000 members, and less
than 10 percent of them are
from the visitor industry, he
said, explaining why it was the
tourist office, and not Greater
Portland Magazine or the Eggs
and Issues breakfasts, that took
the first blow.
As the chamber backs out of

the tourist business, other agencies in the area are scrambling
to fill the void. In addition to
the walk-ins, the chamber
handled another 22,000 phone
and mail inquiries last year.
. "The possibility exists that
there might be a period where
there will be less than desirable
services," conceded Jay Hibbard, executive vice-president
of the Intown Portland Exchange. "We're concerned. We
are not budgeted to take over
and run a full visitor's center."
The IPE, along with the Convention and Visitors Bureau,
the City Hall information desk
and the Maine Publicity Bureau (in Yarmouth), are on the
list for phone referrals.
-Hannah Holmes

Quinn's roundtable
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REAL
.{ PUZZLE
ERNIE POOK

Casco Bay Weakly is a paper
lor people lIVing In or concerned
about the cities and towns of Ihe
Portlan d area. II is published by
Mogu l Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark St,eet. Portland.
Maine 04102
Send us your evenllistings,
you, angry leiters and espeCially
your adverlisements We need
' of stuff by
10 receive all that kind
the end of Ihe Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want II
10 appear

775·6601

Levinsky'S

here is a choice
in education . ..

Famous Spring

Breakwater School offers an jndividualized

and development 01 a foreign language. In
addition, the school has a comprehensive line
arts curricUlum and a dIVersified physlCSl adu·
cation expenence and summer prog rams.

"Where childhood is cherished."

FOOTWEAR EVENT.

by
Andy
Newman

academic program with emphllSis on basic
skills, integration of computer studies, science

Entire Stock of
Ladies Leather
Shoes & Sandals

Quality child care for your child Is available
from 8:00 8.m. to 6:00 pm year round, with
transportation available
Fully accredited, non-profit private school servmg pre-school to grade 5

,- BREAKWATER.,

;'SCHOOL

limited openings for 1989-90 school year and
1989 summer program

A

,

VIDE?'PRT .......

For more Informahon call: 772..a6B9

858 Brighton Avenue . Portland, ME 04102
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CONVERSATION WIlli

The Ladybug Lady

• Save time and money... • More Foreign, Classic
••. Have your movies
& Cult Films for your
delivered & picked up!
varied tastes!
• Choose from the largest
selection in Portland.

•
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773·1999
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Steamers
Shore Dinners
Corn on the Cob

Open 7 days
Complete menu
Lunch & dinner
Free parking

E D DIE

MURPHY

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS
He's a prince. He's rich.
He's handsome. He's single.
He's hilarious. And he's•••

BRUNO'S 3~~~
773-3530
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MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS
Janice Dobson's back: "In spring tbey become acHve, mate, lay tbeir eggs and die.

Michelob

Michelob DIY

Over 100 styles to choose from
Famous makers like Maine Woods,
Casco, Bellini, Cherokee, Nicole, Westies and more!
Stock now and save SO% ofT our
low nril'i>... r

#

Michelob Light
Janice Dobson doesn't have
many ladybugs left in her
refrigerator. Each spring
Janice metamorphoses into
the Ladybug Lady to visit
schoQIs and teach kids
about and release ladybugs,
She figures that after mating and laying their eggs,
the ladybugs she releases
produce about 67 mUlion
ladybugs in the Greater
Portland area.

InJrodllCln& tbe
Toolbox

''THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
Proudly Distributed By
National Distributors, Inc. • South Portland, Maine

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering
Hole
Open 4pni • 7 Days a week, Happy Hour Mon-Fri
242 St. John St. Union Station Plaza, Portland, Me 874·6444
A

what's so great about
ladybugs?
Th~y're beneficial bugs.
They eat bad bugs like aphids,
parasites, soft-bodied insects,
and the larvae and eggs of other
insects. But they don't eat plants
and they don't eat people!
People should stop spending
their money on pesticides and
buy cheap ladybugs.

- though being in the refrigerator sort of puts them in a dormant stage. I have kids fromall
over the neighborhood bringingtheirfriendstoseethiscrazy
woman who has bugs in herrefrigerator.
Don't people think this is a
little peculiar?
No, because it's part of my
personality. I haven't come
across anyone that's said, "You
know, that's sort of foolish for
an adult." It can't be any worse
than Big Bird.

How do you transport the
ladybugs to the schools?
They're in sterile cloth bags
with long strings, about 4500
toa bag. In the classroom I pass
the bag around and tell the kids
"You need to hold the string
up over your head and listen to
the bag. And be thinking of a
How do you hook up with
cereal that you might eat for
your ladybugs?
breakfast..." It really does
I order them from a woman sound like Rice Crispies.
in California. They're . airfreighted to Portland. They Are there male ladybugs?
have to be refrigerated until
Sure there are. I get asked
I'm ready to release them.
that a lot. You can't actually tell
which are male and which are
So you have a lot of bugs in female. There's no identificayour refrigerator?
tion, like brightness, as there is
I've had up to 90,000 bugs in with birds. Maybe if you had a
my refrigerator. Actual live microscope and you went in
ladybugs kicking and dancing and started looking for, you

know, appendages.
How do kids respond?
When I start dumping these
bugs out of the bag and kids in
kindergarten or first grade see
hundreds of ladybugs all at
once, it just blows them away.
I bring a spray bottle with
water in it and we pour Coke in
there. I ask 'What happens if
you spill soda on your hands."
Someone says, "You get
sticky." Then I flip around and
show them my back and say
"Look, if I had soda sprayed
on my back, then what would
happen to these wings? And
they say "They'd stick."
"That makes them so they
can't fly for about 24 hours.
What we want them to do now
is to settle into the ground,
drink the soda water and get
their energy. And then you
know what? If you come out
here tomorrow afternoon you
won't see a single ladybug.
They've had a dew-drink and
they've flown out into the
neighborhood to lay their eggs.
By June or July, you're going to
have ladybugs."

Andy Newman slowly but surely is
coming out of his dormant stage. He's
never listened to a bag of ladybugs but occasionally listens to the Bea~es ,

VIDEOPORT

7 LEVINSKY'S 8'jg~J';~l..
Portland. 278 Congress St.

120 & 220
':f Y' P") 'l l;
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Photography ServIce for
Amateurs & Professionals

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

Stir it up at the Good Table Restaurant.
Stir-fry specials every Thursday night.

Freeport. US Rte I

We're Loaded.
Use us.
1f-~

-I·N=--==-·S· I·D·E·R
A free list and location guide distributed at participating merchants. Look for us or call for locations.

482 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101·772-0600

The perfect
summer sling.

From PortsmJutll take 95 ~rth · 295 North' COl'9 ress St Exrr· 1st setal lights, go right, Un:oo S1atxln paza, you're there!

':::' Tio Juan's

CONCORD, N.H.

~1 Margarita's

Windham. Rte 302, Windham Mall

ORONO, ME.

HARTFOAO. MYSTIC. PUTNAM. MANSFIELD & CANTON. CONN. 1AUBURN. MA.I KAUAI. Hl
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A year ago this week we pasted up the flrst issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. By the end of the next day, Thursday,
May 26,1988, we had distributed 15,000 copies of the f1rst
Casco Bay Weekly at 200 locations from Scarborough to
Yarmouth.
This week's paper marks our flrst anniversary. We thank
all of you who have helped - by reading, by advertising,
by distributing, and by writing - Casco Bay Weekly make it
this far. We've learned a lot from you and we intend to get
better.
Beginning with our next issue on Thursday, June 1, we
will be distributing 20,000 papers at more than 400 locations, stretching north to Topsham, west to Gorham and
south as far as Saco. We are as excited about serving our
·new readers as we have been to serve those of you who
have broUght us this far.
The following week, June 8, Casco Bay Weekly will have
a new look. As the paper has grown it has been increasingly difficult to squeeze everything in. We're working on a
new design, which will bring you more local news and
more entertainment coverage in an easier-to-read format.
As part of that design change, we'll be changing our logo to
the one pictured below.
What won't change is our commitment to you, our readers. We'll continue to work hard to keep you informed
about the issues that are affecting our community, and
we'll continue to pursue stories that are being ignored
Above all else, we'll continue to listen to you. And we'll
tell you what we hear as fairly and as accurately as we can.

ARCHE DE TRIOMPHE

Southern Yellow Pine

Join the revolution!!!

Simplicity, function and sturdiness are the
high points of our bed. Center suppon, rugged
hardwood, easy to assemble and ponable.
Underbed storage drawers come in two sizes and
may be substituted for COver in package price.
TWin, Queen and King> sizes also available.

Arch walking shoes and sandals ...
for people who demand comfort
as well as fashion for their feet
Available in a variety of styles and colors .
.
Only at Amaryllis.

Our futons range from 6 inches to 8 inches thick
including all cotton, foam center COre and cotton'
with wool padding. All in stock - the largest
selection in New England!
>Up to two weeks special order on King size.

Amaryllis ClothinQ Co.
41 Exchange 1>treet,
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

TH/iILL

Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 10-8
Tues, Wed, Pri 10-7
Sat. 9-5, Sun 12-5
Visa, M asterCard, American Express
Discover and personal checks welco~e

FuIoN
FuRNISHINGS
621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine
.

871-0578

Satisfaction Guaran/eed

Exit 6B off Route 295

Milkyway
Ring

£_.

"f Lf CrOlldy'l~
"Sl'limlno
CounlryN COI!\9OI'IIIIIl
"'BIopKt" 15 Spud Dnltltlin
"Ally." Aloy IIiIIJ
"SOflel" S«IdII
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COUnTRY

Kate Halpert
Richard Tracy
Carry Young
display advertising

by

Barbara Heinrich
I ' " "'19" O/ti C'omo/y Tubing
''ShImMo hage hil" ~s
"CtOltdy lInIcfown" FIrl

Diane De.Maral.
circulation manager
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Dan Tonini
Frank Orlow.kl
Chrl. Daniel.
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18k gold and
diamond
wedding bands

advertising manager

John Shalek
c lassified advertising

~
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cXAGc
trail

This page is a canvas
on which diverse opinions
are shared . Our views are
here , as well as yours.
Please be brief and
to the point. Sign your
letter clearly and
include a phone number.

Vle_
Ca.co Bay W_kly
187 Clark St ...et
Portland, ME 04102
Ca.co Bay Weekly
pu blishes 16 ,000
papers every
Thursday
Mail subscriptions
are available at the
rate of $36fyear.

M-W 10-6 • Th-Sat. 10-8:30 • Sun. 11.0
TIfIII8 MfS" O!8 Crort'IOI, TutNng
"ShtNna MDUnlillll LX " Components
''Hyp.g!ide'' 21 8pIIIt CIU,n.

-sm..., - ." C""""""

"Avocet GtlFItlNSIddle

cXAGc
mountain-LX

asco

HYPERGLIDE

biopa(e-t-Ip

BY GEORGE KOVACS LIGHTING
$395

White, grey, black & pu rple

300 W halogen

SIS·~

SC""E:

Entire contents © 1989
by Mogul Media, Inc .
dba Casco Bay Weekly.
No pc rtlon may be
reproduced by any means
without written permission
of the publisher.
Casco Bay Weekly
IS free in the Greater

Portland area - limit one
paper pe r reader

2077756601
phone

FDRT A.ROSS MALL
BRUNSWICK 125-8930

315MAR&INAL WAY
POR1IA.115-5111
CONTEMPORARY
FU RNITURE
LIGHTING
ACCESSORIES

26 EXCHANG E STREET
PORTLA ND. MAINE 04101
HON-SAT 10-6 · SUN 12-5
207.775.700
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But know who you are and what
you are being promised before
joining forces with the

u.s. military.
Tammy Osmond and Sgt. Vlernes watch a "JOIN" video ourlnlO

STORY by Morgan Shepard
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert
The signs hang at attention halfway down the
carpeted corridor of the Village Green Mall in downtown Portland: "The Few. The Proud.· The Marines." "Be
All You Can Be." ''It's An Adventure." "Aim High."
The recruiting offices of the four major branches of
the United States military cluster to the right - past a
coffee shop, a newspaper stand, a photography studio
and a hair salon. These businesses must worry about
how much money to spend on advertising. Most of them
don't advertise at all.
The recruiting stations don't worry about money.
Recruitment is big business. The military spent $199
million on advertising in 1988, according to an estimate
by Time magaZine. Military ads cover the pages of
periodicals from Rolling Stone to the University of
Southern Maine's Free Press. Catchy slogans blare from
local radio stations. Commercials straddle air time
between the music videos on MTV. In the spring, the
airwaves are inundated with military marketing. There's
a good reason: the high school students these ads are
aimed at are targeting their futures.
Within the next few weeks, most of Greater
Portland's high school seniors will graduate. Some have
definite plans, but many are uncertain. Most of those
have seen or heard the ads. Some have talked to the
recruiters. A few have decided to jOin.

Big promises and small print
Tammy Osmond from Gorham is 17 years old.
Happy and outgoing, she is excited about joining the
Army.
On May 20, Armed Forces Day, she waits in front of
the Federal Building on Forest Avenue for a bus that
will take her and other recruits to Fort Devens, Mass.,
for the day. Recruits will spend the day exploring the
base. The day will be filled with observations and
information. As Osmond waits, she clutches a teddy
bear dressed in military fatigues. "It's a mascot," she
says.
"I was all set to go into college. 1 had my applications filled out. But when it came down to getting
accepted, that really wasn't what 1 wanted to do. I
wanted something different, something off the wall,"
she says.
She says she had the service in the back of her mind

Tammy Osmond at the Army recruiting office.

as an option, partly because her brother had joined the
Air Force and had shared his experiences with her. She
went to see the Air Force recruiters, but later decided on
the Army.
"Once 1 thought Army, it was gung-ho. Go all the
way," says Tammy, who has signed up for four years.
She is also going to take advantage of the GI Bill.
"The benefits are wonderful," she says. "You can't
get anything like them anywhere else."
She'd like to make it a career, she says. She says the
recruiters are great.
"I know you hear that they're supposed to bowl you
over," she says, "but these guys have personalities.
We're supposed to call in every other week, but 1 call
them twice a week just to say, 'Hi, How's it going?'"
While Madison A venue spits out slogans and catch

phrases for the military advertisements, military recruiters sell those images to potential soldiers. They're the
salesmen for the armed forces. They're trained to sell.
They sell at high schools and colleges, on the street and
in their offices.
Like any other salespeople, they have quotas to
meet. The Army recruiters at the Portland station do
well by Army standards. During March and April, the
station not only met its quota but recruited more soldiers than any of the 27 other Maine and New Hampshire stations.
The office entrance to the Army station is deceptively small. It is almost upstaged by the fishbowl
window in the Navy recruitment office. After walking
down a narrow, short corridor and taking a right, the
office becomes a large, sunny room with several desks.
In a comer, olive drab camouflage netting looms over a
Joint Optical Information Network System, or JOIN.
Recruiters use the system to show job information
videos to potential recruits.
There are three recruiters in the Portland Station.
There is also one reserve recruiter. Sergeant First Class
Allan L. Viemes is the station commander. His office is
located behind the sunny room. There is a big slogan
that hangs in back of his desk: Be All You Can Be.
Viernes has lived that phrase. A career soldier from
Hawaii, he was chosen as a recruiter three and a half
years ago. He is a fit, compact man. He is open about
explaining the process he and the other recruiters go
through when they recruit potential soldiers.
"The first thing I ask is, 'why?' I don't give guarantees, because a recruiter does not give guarantees. A
recruiter can relate what the Army will give them,
providing they meet the qualifications."
While conducting an interview, Viemes is gathering
information. He decides whether the person is qualified
medically - and morally.
"That's very important," says Viernes. "If a person
has a speeding ticket in Portland and has not paid, I ~
cannot process that individuaL"
If an individual passes the Army's moral qualifications, Viernes will explain what the Army expects and
what the Army can give to a recruit. Then the applicant
has to pass the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery Test, or ASV AB.
The ASV AB is broken down into 10 sections. The
academic areas are math, verbal and academic ability.
The occupational areas include mechanical, business,
and health sections. There are different versions of the

ASV AB, according to Viernes. Perfect scores range from
96 to 99.
If the ASV AB is passed, a detailed physical is next.
Then, based. on where an individual scores highest on
the ASV AB, and existing vacancies, Viernes says he can
guarantee whatever job the potential recruit desires.
"You've probably heard rumors," says Viemes. "'I
heard so-and-so joined and never got what he wanted.'
I'm not making excuses for the past, but I know that if
an individual joins the army, he is guaranteed that job."
Viemes opens a drawer and pulls out a contract to
prove it. The contract has a couple of options. The first
option states that if a requested job is not available,
another option may be chosen. But the clause Viemes
says guarantees the individual the job of choice says the
individual can also be "separated from the delayed
entry program."
The delayed entry program gives an individual up
to a year to wait before entering the service. Being
separated from the delayed entry program means a
person can be discharged from the Army. Viernes is
proud of this clause.
The Marines admit that if a position is not available
for whatever reason, the enlisted individual must choose
another option. There is no discharge. The Air Force and
Navy insist they have guaranteed positions.
But Tammy Osmond's brother joined the Air Force
and thought he was guaranteed a job. He was not, and
Osmond says he was unhappy. Having learned from her
brother's experience, Tammy chose the Army because of
the clause.

Selling a product
"If the Army is giving that out in writing, I applaud
it," says Jerry Genesio, the founder of Maine's Veterans
. For Peace organization. "That's a major step forward.
Do they tell every recruit they have this right?"
Viernes says every recruit has their rights explained
to them in a briefing session with a military counselor at
the Military Entrance and Processing Station (MEPS).
The delayed entry program and the particulars of the GI
Bill are explained to them at that time.
Genesio and his wife run Veterans For Peace out of
their home in West Falmouth. He served in fhe Marine
Corps from 1956 to 1962. While in the Marines, he
traveled the world. Now he travels for peace.
He has nothing against a strong national defense;
Veterans For Peace endorses it. But he feels there should

be major changes. He'd like to see military counseling
centers in every city, instead of recruitment stations.
He's also not against a draft. But he would like to see a
universal draft consisting of men and women. In
Genesio's draft, there would be alternative service for
conscientious objectors, with an option to serve in
VISTA, or the Peace Corps.
He doesn't like the idea of recruiters.
"They're salesmen. Recruiters are salesmen," he
says. "I have long had objections to letting recruiters
into the schools."
Viemes says being a recruiter isn't easy.
"We're selling a product here, unlike an individual
who sells encyclopedias. You have the encyclopedia in
front of you. You feel it, you touch it. You really don't
feel or touch the Army until you're in there. We go by
rumors, by movies and by recruits telling other people
about their experiences."
Genesio thinks the appearance of recruiters in
schools should be matched by appearances of peace
organizations. He says Veterans For Peace tries to be
there when recruiters make their pitches to students.
A Lewiston teacher telephoned Genesio once, he
says, complaining that a Marine recruiter was hanging
around the school advising students on the best way to
kill people. He says another teacher walked into a
classroom to find a recruiter explaining how to kill a
person with a knife.
"The military has a virtual carte blanche in the
schools today," Genesio says. He thinks school boards
and principals have become pressured into thinking that
they are less than patriotiC if they do not allow the
military in.
.
Viernes says that his recruiters visit high schools as
often as the schools will let them. Unfortunately, he
says, some schools don't let them in.
The military is allowed to enter Portland High
School anytime they want, according to a spokesperson.
Most other high schools in the Greater Portland area
allow recruiters in by appointment, some more frequently than others. One exception is Cheverus High
School.
"Not usually," says Charlie Harlow, the Catholic
school's college placement director, of the military
visitation rights. He says the time factor, not politics,
determined his decision. 'There are so many branches,
that jf they all came once a month, it would take up four
days of my time."
Once, he says, a recruiter wouldn't take no for an

answer. "I told him he could not come in," says Harlow.
"I came in the next day and he was outside in the foyer.
He had set up a table and was recruiting."
Deering High School doesn't give the ASV AB. It
takes away from class time, according to a spokesperson. She says she sends interested students to the Village
Green-Mall. The ASV AB is given at Portland High
School, but it's voluntary, says guidance director Milton
Scott.
"The military has a lot of good programs," says
Scott. "There's a lot of money there."

Life and death
There is a lot of money behind the new GI Bill. A
recruit can earn up to $25,200 tax-free for college after a
four-year enlistment. And the Reagan administration's
cutback of financial aid programs has made the educational benefits of the GI Bill one of the military's chief
attractions.
Anyone who enlisted in the service after July 1,
1985, falls under the new bill. A quick read through one
of the glossy military brochures makes the benefits look
great. But do read the fine print. A soldier counting on
that $25,200 will have $100 a month taken out of their
paycheck as a contribution. And the military must be
told from the beginning that a recrqit wishes to participate in the program - the decision cannot be made
halfway thr6ugh an enlistment period. If a discharged
soldier decides not to attend college, the money contributed to is not refunded.
Money isn't the 'o nly motive for joining the military.
Movies like "Rambo" have helped glamOrize the military hero. And during the Reagan era, a "New Patriotism" helped supply the armed forces with volunteers.
The military now says it's getting choosy about who it
decides to enlist. The Air Force, Navy and Marines say
they won't take anyone without a high school diploma.
The Army says it will, but only if they score a 50 on the
ASV AB. Viernes says that of the people he and his
recruiters see, only a third will be accepted into the
Army.
Genesio is convinced that if more very bright
recruits interested in the benefits of the GI Bill were
forced to parficipate on foreign soil in a war not declared by Congress (the last war declared by Congress
was World War 11), the military would look much less
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attractive than the brochures claim it is. He would like to
see recruits think about their rights. He says the military
often leaves out crucial information regarding life and
death situations.
Tammy Osmond is not qualified for combat positions, because she is female. But most males in the
armed services are qualified for combat. And unlike
Sylvester Stallone, they have no script to explain the
motivating factor. Says Genesio, "They may be required
to kill people without knowing why. Military personnel
are not required to tell people why."
Soldiers may be used in military experiments
without their knowledge, says Genesio. He cites Agent
Orange as an example. He also cites the plight of a
group of soldiers sent into test sites after atomic blasts
had been detonated. Known as The Atomic Veterans,
thousands of them developed cancer.

After the damage has been done, Genesio claims,
financial compensation may not be easy to obtain from
the Veterans Administration.
There are other, more political areas that should be
addressed, according to Genesio. "Recrui ts are joining,
or entering, a socialist system designed to prevent
socialism. All care is free. In turn, you forfeit some of
your rights. You sacrifice some of your freedom."
Suzanne Fournier is the Public Affairs Specialist for
Viernes's headquarters, the U.s. Recruiting Battalion in
Topsham, Maine. She has three sons who have "Gone
Army" and she thinks the advantages of the military far
outweigh the disadvantages.
But she admits that the Army didn't meet its 1988
quota. It was the first time in 10 years that the quota was
not met. Fournier has seve~al explanations for this. She
says youth unemployment is at its lowest point in a
decade. She says that a drop in the population of 18- to

AIR TO BE
DIFFERENT.
WALK, RUN,
DRIBBLE, JUMP..•
NO MATTER WHAT
DIFFERENT SPORT
YOU'RE INTO,
JUST DO IT!
THE NIKE STORE
CAN HELP BRING
OUT THE ATHLETE
IN YOU!

24-year-old men gives the Army less recruits to try to
recruit. And in 1986 Congress discontinued the two-year
non-combat enlistment option. As a result, potential
recruits became less interested.
As a result, Fournier feels that the advertiSing the
Army does is important. She says that it is accurate, that
it portrays the Army as it really is and that it is targeted
toward the audience it needs to reach.
Genesio says that he doesn't remember advertisements of the kind shown today during his tenure as a
Marine.
"They show adventure, beautiful women and exotic
places," he says. "Most Marines are exposed to military
villages in rural areas." He says those who are stationed
in exotic places, like Hawaii, soon discover the expenses
of the good life far exceed the budget of the average
soldier.
Viernes says he believes the military's marketing

APlace for Country
Living & Giving!
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MON-SAT 10-7
THE NIKE STORE SUN DAY 10-6

JUST DO IT.

15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865-3143
Open daily
Visa / Me / AMEX

Sam's goes Hawaiian
Come to the luau!
Special prices on all Hawaiian pizzas:

10"- Reg. $3.45
Factory Outlet

off suggested retail
on 1st quality apparel
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• Swimsuits • Aerobic Wear •
• Bras • Panties • Slips •
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136 Main St. , Freeport
Hours:
10-6 Daily

SPECIAL PRICE:
Twin - $1050 Full- $1150
Queen - $1250 King - $1350

Earthenware Casserole by Nan Kilboum-Tara
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An Authentic
European
Down Shop
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6 Mi11St
Freeport, Maine

Across from Bean's lower parking

865-1713
Please ask for our catalogue

NEXT
FREEPORT SECTION
June 15

MIKASA

FACTORY

Custom
jewelry
and repairs

STORE

31 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032
207-865-9441
Sunday 11 a.m.-S p.m ., Mon-11m 10 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Fri-Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
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WOODWORKING SUPPLIES
• Dowels from 1/8" to 2" diameter
• Furniture Buttons from 1/4" to 1"
• Pegs, finials, glue dowels in stock
• Largest assortment of wood
turnings you've ever seen
at factory prices.

Casey's
15 112 School St.

FREE Catalogue
with S.A.S.E.

• Swim Wear • Workout Wear •

Freeport 865-3244

Open 7 days until 6 P.M.
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Stemware. Flatware. DinneIWare. Gifts.
Always in stock. Always for less.
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For Men:
Open da~ly
46 Main Street • Freeport • 865-3750

asual,
Colorful

A Pencil Post Bed, handmade
by Maine craftsman in your
choice of cherry or mahogany
hardwood. Each bed is made
to order and hand finished
with natural oil and English
wax. It can be shipped
anywhere in the lower 48
states for $75 or come pick
it up at our Freeport Store.

Reg. $6.95
(Offer good May 26 - June 18, 1989)

50% OFF
Selected White Stag Sportswear for Spring
An ADDITIONAL 1/3 off
Also featuring:

The good things
in life for less.

sportswear for women
and men at outlet prices.

$2.00
SPECIAL $2.75
SPECIAL $5.50

ALL LADIES' GOLFWEAR
• Tops • Sweaters • Pants • Skirts •

The Cuddledown
Four Poster!

SPECIAL

Special-___
Suggested retail up to $75. NOW $7.50 to $15.

•

Joining a branch of the u.s. military might or might not be a good option - depending on who you
are and what you want. Listed below are a few points to consider before making your own decision. If
you have further questions about your rights, you can call Veterans For Peace at 797-2710.
1. ]f you're confused about your life, speak to a guidance counselor before making a d~sion. A
guidance counselor will give you several options. Recruiters want you to choose the serVIce.
2. If you are male, you may be called into combat.
3. Remember two things about the G.l. Bill. If you want to participate, you must tell the military at
the outset. And the money you contribute is not returned to you if you decide not to enter college after
the military.
4. Carefully study key phrases in advertisements and brochures. Some rights will be explained to
you, some will not. Ask detailed questions about everything you are concerned about.
5. Get every promise in writing. Save all contracts and correspondence.
6. Do not sign anything without checking into every aspect of it thoroughly.
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Mini - Reg. $2.50
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Before you Join •••

MORGAN SHEPARD ana spent time in England with her brother
John. wlw was in the Air Force.

We cordially invite you to browse
and enjoy our interpretation of Country.
Time was when you had to collect
the Country look - piece by piece. Now
you can buy new "old" things.
Our crafts have quality, uniqueness,
affordability and for the most part
are made in the U.S.A.
Visit us first .. .you'l1 be glad you did!
We have a Maine souvenir corner, tool

11 BOW STREET
FREEPORT, ME
(207) 865-0755

campaign helps recruiters.
"You can reach a large group at a single time.
Whatever you see, you remember. It's like Burger King.
If they come out with a special on Whoppers, and I see
that, the next day for lunch I might be having a Whopper. But those advertisements are real important. They
help us out a lot."
Still, Genesio feels it is inherently wrong for the
military to market its product. Why?
"Because they're dealing with life and death," he
says.
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Free in Freeport
Freepor~ Inn, Freepor~ Inn Cafe, Levinaky'.,
The Skier'. Choice, Freeport Antique Mall,
COll8tline Jnn, l'tIaggie'. General Store,Freeport
Variety, The Cookie Lady, Bow St, Market,
Leighton'., The Falcon Restauranl, Ben &
Jerry's, The Pantry, Kristina', Books, Sam',

10% oH any item v.-ith this ad.
4 School Street
Freeport, Maine 04032
207-865-6586
Open 11:00-5:00
Closed Tuesdays and Wednesday

Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry

Just in time for
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If you're looking for
computer solutions for
your business,
you have a number
of possibilities:

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011
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NATIVE AMERICAN

Medicine
Cards
Discover your power
through the ways of
animals! Learn to see
your path on Mother
Earth more clearly
using a divination
system which is
grounded in
ancient wisdom.
Boxed sel includes book. $26.95

THE
PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street. Portland Maine 04101
207) n4·7500

BUSH-GATE: DESIGN FOR DESIGN'S SAKE:

A gatehouse for George
If you're like me, you've added to the existing landscape sign Team. Hrdlicka called his
given more than a passing for "increased separation," is design "A Zone of Passage"
thought to how life in Portland another figure, or more accu- and defined it as "a place which
will be affected by our close rately, a speck, identified as is neither open nor closed, yet
proximity to the summer home "Bag Lady: 1 in 5,000."
may not be penetrated without
of the First Family. Just yesterWagner's visual statement entering."
day I chatted with the owner of is complemented by this writHis gatehouse has a contema popular store in the Old Port ten statement about his own porary look. The building itwho told me that the tourist design: "This gate represents self is round with a square roof
buses are coming early this the recepti veness shown to the which rises to a pyramid. The
year. "It's because of Ken- concerns of THE PEOPLE of cylinder hasan outer layer with
nebunkport," she said.
this great country."
doors opposite one another so
Tourist buses early and freThe third prize winner, that one could drive throughquently, sure. The lobster get- Christian Fasoldt of Belfast, if it were not for the inner la yer.
ting some competition from took a more whimsical apThat inner layer, which has
George and Baronly one aperbara on t-shirts
ture, rotates
and ashtrays,
within
the
probably. But
outer layer.
how
about
With the inner
something more
gate aligned
creative, how
with the outabout, say, the
side door, one
opportunity to
could enter the
design a new
"Zone." The
entry for the
inner layer
Bush vacation
would then
compound?
revolve inside
This was the
the gatehouse·
challenge preuntil its apersented to architure aligned
tects and designwith the oppoers by Portland's
site door and
Architectural
those in the
Lecture Com"Zone" could
mittee (A LC) as
- - - - . ---.:--;=.->,
continue to"an outlet for
- - - -~..
--~
-".
---=::>..
~
- .. ... -:... . ward George's
. "..
creative
..
.r·
- - - - - -_.4._ .
house. If the
- ---thought, politi.
I, / '
. - - . - -. _
_
doors are not
cal commentary,
aligned, there
B"enl Wagner's d'-Qlvbrtdge galebouse.
humor and seriis no passage.
ous design."
I called Mr.
I'm quoting from an infor- proach, incorporating elements Hrdlicka to congratulate him
mational packet the ALC sent from the lives of the President and he told me that he had
out to announce "Bush-Gate," and First Lady. His gatehouse been intrigued at the idea of a
a design competition. The ALC resembles a Victorian turret; gate which is never open and
felt that the "white road blocks however, instead of being at- never closed, a kind of "twiwith red reflectors" currently tached to a castle, in front and light zone" one must pass
in place at the Kennebunkport back are ship's masts, their through between the "public
compound "just don't seem to riggings supporting sail-like dimension" and the "Bush
project the image of the leader white gates on either side of dimension." He was "very
of our country regardless of the house.
pleased and surprised" that his
political or design affirmaLeading up to this gate- was the winning design and
tions." I have to agree.
house are smaller versions of he's putting his prize, an Aldo
So, apparently, did the archi- the main gatehouse. Thesmall- Rossi teakettle, to good use.
tects who rose to the challenge est of these is a doghouse, in
All the entries will now be
of the purely "hypothetical front of which sits First Dog photographed and sent to the
design problem" and submit- Millie. Behind, an equal num- Bushes, who, I should mention,
ted and imaginative and amus- ber of trees decend in size, the neither asked for nor sancing variety of entires ranging smallest being no larger than - tioned Bush-Gate. In the meanfrom shrubbery to a draw- you guessed it - a bush.
time, the Architectural Lecture
bridge and moat.
Redhouse Architects of Committee hopes to sponsor
The latter, submitted by Portland also employed a nau- another competition. Joseph
Brent Wagner of Peak's Island, tical theme in their design. The Briggs of Terrien Architects,
won second prize. Wagner's gate itself is fishnet with buoys one of the organizers of the
extremely droll rendering of a strung along the top. It's hung event, hinted that next year's
drawbridge suspended be- between two boat hulls planted project might be a new duck
tween two medieval-looking lengthwise in the ground, house for the pond in Deering
stone towers dwarfs the Bush hence the caption: "Bush-Gate Oaks Park.
house itself. The bridge o.pera- - with apologies to Cadillac
tor, who appears in the win- Ranch."
dow of one of the towers, is
A unique concept of "gate"
identified as "Ollie North: 1 in and a clever design solution a.rb.r. Hili says she prefers shruba million." On the other side of won first prize for David R. bery. She will be writing about ART SEEN
the next several weeks while Sherry
the moat, which Wagner has Hrdlicka of the Portland De- for
Miller is on vacation.
';' "
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Businesses all over Maine are discovering
the convenience of using Harper Computers' toll-free Customer Support number
when they have questions about their
Apple® Computer. Or if they need some answers about an Apple Computer.
Maybe you want to know more
about the capa bility of a certain
software package. Could be your
printer's not printing. Or you want
to know how an Apple computer
can help your business be more
productive.
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perfumes
glass jewelry / bud vases /
goblets / and lots more

Stein
GA"ERY
CONTEMPORARY GLASS

20 MILK STREET / 207 772· 9072
PDRTLAND MAINE 041 01
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390 Fore St.

_

773-3080

Choose
Apple of
- reasons.
for
a number
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Ask about our Macintosh®
SE and Macintosh II lines,
for example. More and more businesses are
chOOSing the Macintosh every day because
it's the perfect business computer. It's powerful. Expandable. Easy to learn and use.
And it can run hundreds of versatile software programs. Like desktop publishing.

Spreadsheets. Database management. And
more. To make your business more productive. And more powerful.

Choose Harper for a number of opportunities.
When you decide on a computer solution
from Harper, we back you up with the
largest, most experienced Customer
Support and Service staff in Maine . We
know how important computers are to
your business. So we back up the products we sell with total maintenance
contracts, like HarperCare and
BusinessCare, which provide for
one-hour service in many cases,
and even loaners when the service
is too extensive to be completed
right away'.
Give Harper Computers a call today and
discover the unlimited number of possibilities for your business. If you 're in the
Greater Portland area, you can also reach us
at 772-1156.

319 Marginal Way Portland, ME 04101
772-1156 1-800-443-6070

Authorized Dealer

Apple, the Apple logo and 'Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Today, that panel has been
joined with more than 10,000
others from all 50 states and
17 countries into a massive
60,OOO-square-yard quilt
. called the National AIDS
• One winter night three Memorial Quilt. The entire
years ago, a man named
quilt is too big to fit in the
Cleve Jones sewed Portland Expo - but more
a three-by- than 800 panels will be on
six-foot display tonight from 6 to 9
cloth p.m., May 26-28, 8 a.m. to 8
panel in p.m. and May 29, 8 a.m. to 12
memory of p.m. In addition, several local
a friend who panels will be made this
died of weekend to be joined with the
AIDS. big qUilt in the future. Donations made at the quilt display will remain in the com
munity and will be
distributed to local
agencies which
provide direct care
services for people
with AIDS and their
loved ones. For more in
formation, call 774-6877.
• If you need a bit of
humor after the quilt, let
Mad Horse take your
wife - please. "Big Foot
Stole My Wife And
Other Stories," a series
of one-act plays,
monologues and
songs based on
National Enquirer
headlines will be

by the Mad Horse Theater
Company, May 25-June 18 at
the Theatre of Fantasy, 50
Danforth St., Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun.

• Tired of analysts who
make you lie on a couch?
Agnnes Kraweck is giving a
talk on "vital energy" and
promises to furnish participants with brief personal
photographic analysis.
Admission is $10 to the talk
beginning at 7 p.m. at Luther
Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. Call
One of Hearts at
774-0308 or 8710287 for more exposure.
• Tired of analysts? Try
Deadheads. See how many
colorful people squeeze into
the Tree (on Danforth Street)
tonight. (Oh, yeah, like,
Broken Men are playing
there.)

• Fight the flow! The Gulf
of Maine Aquarium is sponsoring an "Atlantic Salmon
Trip" to the Craig Brook
National Salmon Hatchery in
Orland and the Eddington
Salmon Club. The trip leaves
Northport Plaza at 7 a.m. and
returns at 6 p.m. Cost is
$17.50 for non-members,
$15.00 for aquarium members. For registration of more
information call 772-2321.
+ Learn how to recognize
and use local plants. Harvesting, drying, and making
salves, tinctures, liniments

Fri.
May
26th

Chem
Free
Sat.
May
27th
21 +

ACID HOUSE
. ~ PARTYS
~
Acid House T-shirt door prizes.

2OJ'S
2DANCE FLOORS
2 MUCH FUN!

L-_ _ _ __

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

:z @

WED-SAT 7.9
SAT -SUN MAT 1
SUN EVE 7
"RAVISHINGlY
BEAUTIFUL"

emissaries. A master of a 21string, harp-like instrument
called the Kora, Suso works
frequently with progressive
musicians such as Herbie
Hancock and Phillip Glass.
• Chicken. One Year
Later: The Closing of Penobscot Poultry and the Transition of a Veteran Employee. A
free public forum and slide
presentation on this document of photographs and oral
history will begin at 7 p.m.
Exhibit stays on display at the
Portland Public Library
through June 29.

• Momma. The idea, the
spirit and the essence of
mother_ An exhibit at the
Together with Maloka, a nineDanforth Street Gallery, 34
piece Camerounian soukous
Danforth St., opens today
. band, Suso will give two
Thelonius Monster, With Swamp Zombies. At Tree Cafe. Monday night. May 29. Man. through June 17. Call 775performances tonight at 7 and
1833
for
some
motherly
9:30
p.m. at the Portland
Say No," but their longtime
located at the comer of High
was impressed by the ratings adVice.
Performing
Arts Center, 25A
buddy Frank (Sinatra) was
and Congress streets. Sponhis '87 CBS special (the escape
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
the man who could just say
sored by the Union of Maine
from Alcatraz) brought in,
are
$13. For more informayes in "The Man With The
Visual Artists, the talk is free and suggests that for his next
tion,
call 774-0465.
Golden Arm." Married to a
and starts at 7:30 p.m.
trick he'll publish a newspa• Cheryl Wheeler and
• Get out and get some
crippled Eleanor Parker,
• Big Magic. Like all
per - for free! The one-andChristine
Lavin fill out a
exercise! Join the Casco Bay
Sinatra stays on the needle
great magicians, Copperfield only Copperfield goes on
at First Parish
double
bill
Bicycle Club on their 35-mile and on the nod during this
has tricked critics around the stage at the Cumberland
• For centuries, the hisChurch,
425
Congress St.,
Saco River Ride (It's not as far 1955 film - until a thenworld into calling him the
tory of the Mandingo people Portland. Both are real
at
5:30
County
Civic
Center
as it sounds). Meet at the
unknown Kim Novak saves
greatest magician of our time. and 8 p_m. Tickets are $14.50
has been handed down in the
Gorham Shop 'n Save at 10
women doing real songs in
him. A good B&W flick that
r mean, so what if he made
form of a musical oral history.
for kids under 12 and $17.50
the country / folk tradition.
a.m. Call Gary Davis at 856will make you feel better
the Statue of Liberty disapBy sharing this history, Gamfor the magical adult who
is the only performer
Lavin
4520 for more information.
about your own weekend
pear in '83 and walked
bian musician Foday Musa
takes them, available at the
we've known to get rave
excesses, Frank's golden arm through the Great Wall of
Suso has become one of
Civic Center box office and
reviews from both Penthouse
starts just before 8 p.m. on
China in '85. Our publisher
Africa's preeminent musical
through TICKETRON.
and MS. MagaZine. Show
W24AR - Channel 24 on the
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are
UHF dial. (you know, the
~I
$10 in advance (available at
great local station that Public
Record Exchange in Portland,
Cable is still too cheap to
Macbean's Music in Bruncarry.)
• O.K., look, you've done
swick and at all Strawberries),
the gardening and you've got
$12 at the door. To reserve
a good start on your sunburn.
tickets, call 773-6205. For
The Big Weekend is almost
more information, call 354over, so it's time to get out
8928.
and howl. ..
• Omar and The Howlers
• Get serious about
shake the rattlesnake at
clowning around. Clowning
Raoul's. Inside sources say
classes for kids grades 6-12
these guys had the usually
offered by the Young People's
laid-back longneck crowd on Theatre in Brunswick. Classes /
.
Austin City Limits tearing the start today and run after':Itf
studio down. You can tear
noons through June 10 at St.
Raoul's down. One show, 9
Paul's Episcopal Church in
p.m., $8, 865 Forest Ave.,
Brunswick. The $60 cost is
Portland. 773-6886.
cheaper than daycare. Call
• Not weird enough for
725-9379 for more informayou? No excuse. Try a double
bill of Thelonius Monster and
Swamp Zombies. At the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.

*

• Threads. Rebecca
Gooddale, textile sculptor
and gaI1)lent artist, will
present an autObiographical
slide show of her work at the
+ Nancy & Ron said "Just Congress Square Gallery,

We fingered
the culprit.
Casco Bay Weekly is
now printing with a
special, no-rub ink.
No more blackened
fingers, dirty hands or
ink-smudged clothes.

I

and teas will be discussed by
herbalist Connis Maartin at
the Northeast Metaphysics
Workshop on Wild Medicinal
Herbs. The workshop runs
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Northeast Metaphysics, 33
High Rd., Cornish. Cost is
$35, you must preregister by
calling 625-7447.
• Different Shoes, a
group of folksingers who are
in no way related to Imelda
Marcos, will perform at 8
p.m. at The Center for the
Arts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Tickets are $10/$8. For more
information, call 442-8455.
• Luther "Guitar Jr."
Johnson plays Muddy's
roadhouse-style blues at
Raoul's roadhouse-style
nightclub, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. 773-6886.

MADHORSE
THEATRE
COMPANY

~

~

In the hilarious Maine premiere of

BIGFOOT

RE EVANT

MAY 2S-JUNE 18

FICTION

STOLE
MY WIFE
(AND OTHER STORIES & SONGS)
THUR. FRI & SAT at 8; SUN at 7
50 DANFORTH ST.. PORTLAND

- SNct '""-'1M ........... , .......

BRIGHTNESS
(YEELEN)

Watch for
Casco Bay Weekly's

RESERVE NOW!

797-3338

VISA & MasterCard ACCEPTED

SS

June 22

AFRICAN EXTRAVAGANZAI

FODAY MUSASUSO

~Lc;T&Gambia G ~

Supercharged Soukous Orchestra
, " , Friday, June 2
7,00 & 9:00 - 2 Shows
Portland Perfuming Arts Center
';A A 25A Fares! Ave.
IY V\ rdets S13 Call 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

~I
\

WRITE A LEITER
to: VIEWS
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

816
SOUNOS fROM ALL ovu
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY
PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS

wilh support from:
r:-)
M PBN SonNe, I ~lId Fllnl.lIld [',:;;"J
Next Concert: Chamber Music Meels Jazz!
Turlle Island Siring Quartel Sol., June 24
k.d. lang, Sun., July 30

16

May 25. t989

Casco Bay W ••kly

17

North Star & WCll.
present

CHERYL WHEELER

&

CHRISTINE LAVIN

in concert

Saturday, June 3 8pm
First Parish Church 425 Congress St. Portland, Moine

-

START·OF·SUMMER BLASTOFF!

Tickets: SlO. advance available at RECORD EXCHANGE.
Portland / MACBEAN'S MUSIC, Brunswick / all STRAWBERRIES
S12 at the door
reservations / information: 207-773-6205

;siiew,·WA

THE BENDS with CLOCKWISE

-1#"'f.\.1&'

'U'f.X]@: &c@@~@:@ from NYC featurlngoriginai W.JIIfSg
o drummer Miriam Linna and ex-ZANTEE Billy Miller

I •••• •

+1I.tlng. must b ....c.lved by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sltom.,. 187 Clark St ....t. Portland 04102 775+660t

..!:..

THURSDAY
JUNE 1st
"Beast of
Bourban meets
dimi Hendrix."

•
SILVER
SCREEN

•••
What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
MaIne Mall Road, S Ponland
n4-1022
FI ..d of Dr. . . . IPQ.131
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30

K"(PQ.131

might be expected . The
novelist isn't worth a dime. The
pickle merchant was not, as
feared, a Woody Allen type.
Irving does o.k., and the movie
doesn't last a second too long.

1, 3:10,7:25,9:35
P.t _Id.ry (AI
12:50,3, 5:05, 7:10, 9:20
lhe Dr._ T _ IPQ.131
12:45, 3, 5:15.7:30,9:45 (through May 24)

II_LHa... (AI

1, 3:10, 5:20, 1:30, 9:4l! (1hrough May 24)

II_IAI

1 :30.4,7,9:20
How I Got Into Coil. . . IPG.131
5:15 only
IncI ......one.
_
1M L.st Cr....... (PGI
12:45,3:45,7.9:50
PI_ ~Iac: IPG-131
1 :30, 4:05, 7:10, 9:40

Earth Girls Are Easy A dimwitted musical comedy that
celebrates tacky pop culture to
the max. Geena Davis of "The
Accidental Tourist" fame stars
as a ditzy Valley Girl who latches
onto three sex-starved visitors
from another planet after their
rocket ship makes a wrong turn
in Albuquerque and lands in
her swimming pool. A lot of
high-gloss backdrops and
grabber colors mar1< this film,
and the dialogue will ring bells
with anyone who watches TV
commercials regularly. Some of
the musical numbers are OK,
but overall it's a so-so show.
Jeff Goldblum and Charles
Rocket co-star.

obsessions , dreams and
frustrations of the teenagers in
this movie ring true. The
romance is more mature than
what we're given in a lot of
"adult" movies. The advice
about dating from the guys who
hang out in the Sit and Sip is, in
itself, worth the price of
admission. +recommends ...

Major League In case you
didn't notice, baseball season
has begun. Charlie Sheen and
Tom Berenger star in this
comedy about a group of
screwballs playing for the
Cleveland Indians.

Scandal John Hurt stars in this
movie
based
on
the
scandalous love affair between
Christine Keeler and British war
minister John Profumo.

Maine's #1 Dine and Dance ctub

Raoul's opens
Raoul's opens downstairs
rumpus room
Raoul's books first band
(Tribesmen)
Raoul's opens outdoor patio
Raoul's encloses outdoor patio
Raoul's books Doc Watson
&Taj Mahal
Raoul's expands stage,
dance floor and raises roof

1/1/85
8/10/85

The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen is another
fantasy from Terry Gilliam, who
directed the futuristic fantasy
"Brazil." In this movie, the time
is passed. John Neville plays an
18th century nobleman who
takes a journey to save a city
under seige .

5/6/86
10/10/87
10/19-20/87
5/23/89

865 Forest Avenue
UPCOMING SHOWS
May 24- Red light Revue
May 25- Red Ught Revue
May 26- Charlie Brown Organizalion
May 27- luIher "Guilar Jr." Johnson
May 28- Reggae Jam willi the Tn'besmen
May 29- (Memorial Day! Omar and the Howlers

Ticket Info. 773-6886
Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

p

~;{!;

_

~ \I: ~

wijh THE JONESES and more!

,,"*1,'·4*4.1

- [oOK
uL__
~
FOR : THE NEIGHBORHOODs Fri. 6/23
rEI:I i{'l)'j :(1 II :1.] ii i!!1: 1·1l1f+1.I:t
Reindeeer Records Rock out Party I
STYGIAN and PHEADBAC

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

Specializing in Weddings, Co rporate & Private Functions and I'; ightclubs.

772·9751
(no Ilr.;t show Mon·Fri)
SChedule subJoct to change

CALL 883-2802

Beaches Bette Midler and
Barbara Hershey play lifelong
friends. The movie has its
moments (about three of them
and
they're
not
too
memorable). but it is one of
those movies about a loved
one slowly dying. You get tired
of crying for a character you
couldn't care less about.
Brightness
(Yeelen)
Rooted in the myths of director
Souleymane Cisse's native
Mali, this magical and haunting
film deals with a boy's journey,
the reward for completing
which will be the granting of
special powers for mastering
the forces that surround him.
Crossing Delancey Amy
Irving plays a single New Yor1<er
looking for Mr. Right In New
York. With the help of a
marriage broker hired by
Grandma, she rejects a novelist
in favor of a pickle merchant.
The movie is not as horrible as

1 :30, 4:20 , 7, 9 :20
_No EvU IAI
1 :45, 4 :10, 7:15, 9:25
Tho Adv...t ..... of

aaronll_aus.n IPGI
~

1 :20, 4:05, 6:50, 9:15
••ac.... (AJ
1:40, 4:05 , 6:45

'eI.e TIM Conqueror
1 :15, 4 , 6:45. 9 :30

Say Anything IPG-131

Dangerous
Liaisons
Director Stephen Frears has
brought movie-making back
into the realm of art. Frears
builds upon the novel of Laclos
(actually, a collection of letters)
and the stage/screenplay by
Christopher Hampton to
accomplish what neither had
accomplished
an
overwhelming feeling of
intimacy with the story and its
characters . Glenn Close is
marvelous as the cold,
calculating and painfully-in-Iove
Marquise. Malkovitch is seductive beyond words. If art isn't
your fancy, the story is about
decadence, sex, revenge and
somewhere, hidden beneath it
all, love. + recommends this
one again and again and
again ...

1:35, 4 :15,7:10, 9 :35
Lost Ang". IAI
9:30 only

The Movies

...._a_.y

10 Exchango, Portland
n2-96QO

May 24-28
Wed.sat at 7. 9:1 5

Sat·Son mat at 1
eros"n,. D.......y (PGI
May 27-30

SaI·Son mat at 3:15
Sun-Toe 7. 9
Brlghtn. . .
May 31-June 4
Wed-Sat 7,9
Sat-Sun mat at 1
Sun eve

817

Tap
June 3-6
Sat·Son mat at 3
Sun eve at 9
Mon· Tueat7.9:15

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116

MovIes are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead 10 confirm times

Aaln lIan 1111

7, 9 :15,
weekend mats at 1. 3:15
_
No EVil IAI
7:1 5.9:15
weekend mats 81 1:15, 3:15
~_.U._"III

7,9

weekend mats at " 3

Uot... To II. IPQ.131
7,9
weekend mat. at 1. 3
Say Anything lPQ.t31
1:15,9:15
weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15

The Dream Team Michael
Keaton, Christopher Lloyd,
Peter Boyle and Stephen Furst
playa group of mental patients
in this comedy, separated from
their therapist while on an
outing . This is just another
concept
comedy
from
Hollywood. The only thing this
one has going for it is that
Keaton's awful sexy when he
gets mad.

~

SU1D.Q)er Kick off Cruise on Longfellow n
this Sunday night 7:00 pm.
Every Wednesday Nite at Raoul's Motown Dance Party.
May 24 Raoul's
May 27 Afternoon Party
May 2S Benefit for Easler Se~ at Raoul's
Sebasco Lodge (private)
May 26 University of ~.E. Med,
May 27 LongfeUow Cruise 7 p,rn.
School Graduation
May 28 Wedding Eve, 6-10, Gray

..,....t.. IAI

1/12/86

Celebrate Raoul's newest expansion Now every seat is a front row seat!

~

Nickelodeon

Temple and Middle. Ponland

~ Great Moments G
~ in Raoul's Historv~

~i::liiE~~~t~~~

Evening Star

Schedule sublect 10 change
Tontine UalI. Brunswick
729-5486

_
...._anIAI
7. 9 (through May 25

_ lheAdv_
....._....
_ar
IPGI
(opens May 26)

•••

Field of Dreams Kevin
Costner stars in another movie
about baseball and dreams (not
a bad combination) . Kostener
plays an Iowa farmer who builds
a baseball diamond on his corn
field so that Shoe less Joe
Jackson will return to play.
How I Got Into College A
harmless teen flick from the
director of "Better Off Dead"
and "One Crzay Summer"
about a high school senior's
determination to follow his
dream girl to a cozy liberal arts
college. Snazzy visual ,
occasional laughs.

Rain Man Dustin Hoffman
plays an autistic adult,
Raymond Babbitt , who has
inherited his father's estate.
Tom Cruise plays his brother,
who has just discovered his
brother's existence and has his
eye on the inheritance .
Unfortunately,
Cruise's
performance is just good
enough ; he is diminutive in the
presence of Hoffman.
Road House Patrick Swayze
stars as a Rambo·type bouncer
in a rough-and-tumble Missouri
club. If you like gory gun
deaths, beatings , stabbings ,
etc., this flick is for you ."Dirty
Dancing" it ain't.

Indiana .Jones and the
Last Crusade If you're
familiar with any of Indy's Salaam Bombay I ndian
previous "crusades," you 'll director Mira Nair goes to the
probably enjoy this one too.
streets of Bombay to examine
the lives of prostitutes, drug
K-9 James Belushi plays a cop dealers and con artists. The
with a dog chasing drug main character in the drama is a
dealers.
young boy who has left home
to earn enough money to pay
Listen To Me A film that his brother for a motorcycle he
purports to be about college torched. While in the streets he
debating evolves into a shallow becomes as ruthless as the rest
of the people in the street while
and minipulative teen flick
never fully
losi ng his
starring Kirk Cameron and
innocence. This is one of the
Jamie Gertz.
most powerful movies to come
Pet Sematary The movie
to town in quite a while.
version of a Stephen King
+recommends ...
novel, filmed right here in the
Pine Tree State. In this one a
cat gets buried in an ancient Say Anything is not the runof-the-mill teenage romance .
Indian burial ground and is
John Cusack plays Lloyd, a
transformed into a ghoul.
teenager in love with the
According to most accounts,
seemingly unattainable Diane
the book is better.
Court (lone Skye). The lives,

See No Evil, Hear No Evil
For the third time Gene Wilder
and Richard Pryor team up, and
though the chemistry between
the two works and though their
talented comedians, they're
saddled here with a script that
isn't chock full of imagination or
imaginative characters. Wilder
plays a deaf newsstand
operator, and Pryor is a blind
man . Using their available
senses , they witness a murder
related to industrial espionage.
The obligatory chase scenes
with cops and hide-and-seek
with villains ensue. There are
some good chuckles here, but
not as many as you'd expect
with Pryor and Wilder.

Restaurant and Tavern
Fri & Sat May 26-27

Memorial Day Weekend

Tap Gregory Hines stars an exdancer on parole trying to
decide whether to return to a
life of crime or a life of dance .
Tap is a dance-lover's dream, a
high -energy film that captures
all the magic and allure of
dance.
True Believer James Woods
plays an ex-hippie civil rights
lawyer tu rned apathetic drugdealer defender, defending a
murderer, who he would like to
believe is innocent. Woods '
performance is compelling. His
character doesn't easily submit
to hope and passion, but
struggles every step of the
way. An admirable performance
by Robert Downey Jr. as a
young, upper-middle -class
liberal lawyer who works with
Woods' character.

~ORE •••

Waterfront Patio
Is Open!
Watch for our
new raw bar...

HAPPy HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

May 25,1989

Owner Julia Pozzy
blends her natural
ability with an
uncanny intuition
and guarantees
good matches!
People in r-"Mli:=':"""""
Southern
Maine have
come to
trust her
judgement.

WE DO NOT USE:

• Computers
• Videos
• Mail-In Applications
WE DO USE:

• A Selective
Screening
Process

• Personal
Interviews
• Confidentiality

883-1003
DATING SERVICE U.S. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

LOOKING
'F 0 R

Thursday.
()pen Mlk. Night 8:30 pm, Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674627.
Carol & J.remy (soft rock) Barnhouse
Tavern, Route 302, N. Windham. 892222t .
Floating Boats (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St., Portland. n 4-0444.
The Ups.tt.... (r&b) Mikie O's, 539
Deering, Portland. 772-0005.
Harpsichordist P.t.r Watchom
performs a program of Bach and Rameau
May 25, 8 pm at Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. Free and
open to the public.
Savoy Truffl. (rock) Moose Allley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Port Clly All Stars (r&b) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Red Llghl R.vue (r&b) Easter Seals
Benefit at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.
773-6886.
T ....hous. (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portland. n3-5516.
Th. B.nds with Clockwls. (rock)
Geno's. 13 Brown, Portland. 761 -2506.
Holy Bones (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland. n 4-1441.

Friday.

May 25
MikieO's • Portland, Me
~26-27

Rosa's • Portsmouth, NH

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

Folk B.fore Contra International folk
dancing June 16 (and the third Friday of
each month), 7:30-8:30 pm at the Chestnut Street Church. Contra dance follows.
Admission is $3 for both dances. For
mOm information, call n4-472B.
Floating B_ts (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.
Savoy TNHI. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Pock.t Bandwith Doug & L.ah (rock)
LB's Pub, Rt. 302, N. Windham. 8928923 .
Rlgamarol. (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
Vito & the Groov. Kings (funk)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle. Portland. n33501 .
The Trad. (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Port & Slarblrd(acoustic) The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport.
Arthu. Websl.. & Martl Stov••
Barnhouse Tavern, Route 302, N. Windham. 892-2221 .
Bill Stre.t Oazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore,
Portland. 871-0663.
ChariI. Brown Organization (r&b)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 7736886.
Shl.ley L.wl. (r&b/soul) Mikie O's, 539
Deering, Portland. 772-0005.
Alliance (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett, S. Portland. 767-4627.
The A·Bon. . with The Urban Creep.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 76t-

2506.

DEEP SEA fiSHING!
WEEKENDS $25 per person
$20 kids 12 & under

~ am
~(ABOUr)4?~

f1®!rI\t§

CHANDLERS WHARF
•

On Commercial St. at the Bay View Cruise ticket booth .

883-3430

Corne ...tone 5126-28 (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W. Grand, Oid Orchard Beach.
934-2209 .
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Eddl. L ••t •• Happy Hour on the patio,
Bruno's, 33 India, 773-3530.
High Ryde. (golden oldies) Bruno's, 33
India. 773-3530.
Stale 51. Tradition Jazz Band Benefit for the Boy Singers of Maine in support
of their summer tour of Yugoslavia with
the Leningrad Philharmonic. May 26, State
Street Church, Portland, 7:30-10:30 pm.
For more information call 772-4892.

Saturday.
Pocket Banclwith Doug & Leah (rock)
LB's Pub , RI. 302, N. Windham. 8928923.

Floating Boat. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4~4.
Vllo & the Groov. Kings (funk)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle. Portland. n33501.
The Tracie (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. n4-355O.
Port & Starbird (acoustic) The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport.
Arthur W.bst.r & Martl Stov.r
Bamhouse Tavem, Route 302, N. Windham. 892-2221.
Bill St,..t Oazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore,
Portland. 871-0663.
Alliance (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Corne ...lone (rock) The Brunswick, 34
W. Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Lulher "Guitar Jr." Johnson (blues)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 7736886.
Charll. Brown Organization (salsa!
swing) Mikie O's, 539 Deering, Portland .
772-0005.
DIHerenl Sho.s (folk) 8 pm, The Center
for The Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$8. For more Information, call
442-8455.
Curf.w (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York, Portland. n3-5516.
The Gargoyl_ Farewell Party with
The Jone. . . (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
Island Side (reggae) The Pound in Cape
Neddick, Shore Rd, Cape Neddick. 3635471 .
Con Fullam Broad Arrow Tavem, Harraseeket Inn, 162 Main, Freeport, 7-11
pm. 865-9377
Kopt.rz (rock) Bruno's, 33 India, Portland. n3-353O.

dancing.
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BAD HABITS MUSIC WON'T COST
YOU AN ARM & A LEG •••

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music'; Fri: progressive
dance mix; Sat: latest dance music; Sun:
request night; Wed: new wave - all ages.
773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open We~un , until 3:30 am
on Fri-Sat 773-0300.
Boogi. Bash Alcohol and smoke-free
dance first Friday of each month: June 2,
July 7, Aug 4, 9:30 pm-12:30 am at Ram
Island Dance studIO, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Admission is $3.
Kiss Club Night for singles Fridays, 8
pm at the Ramada Inn, outer Congress
St. , Portland. 773-1688.

TOM PETTY

upcoming.

John Hiatt (rock) June 1, Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886 .
B.be Buell and the Gargoyles (rock)
June I , Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441 .
Elvis Hille. (rock) June 1, Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Zug Zug with Wooden Igloo (new music) June 2, Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
Foday MUM SIISO and Maloka (Africanlworfd beat) June 3, 7 and 9:30 pm,
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $13.
For more information, call n4-0465.
Cheryl Whe.... and Chrlstln. Lavin
(country/folk) June 3, 8 pm at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St. , Portland. TICkets are $10 in advance (available at Record Exchange in Portland,
Macbean's Music in Brunswick and at all
Stawberries), $12 at the door. To reselVe
tickets, call 773-6205. For more information, call 354-8928.
Ram Island Dane. Party June 3, West
End Gallery, 34 Danforth, 8-12pm. BeneMusic Jams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
fit for Ram Island Dance. $10. Cash Bar.
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland. 772Music by The Charlie 'Brown Orchestra.
2739; Blues Jam Session 12-6 pm Tree
For more information call 773-2562.
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441;
Reggae Jam Session 7-11 pm Raoul's, Arrow (soca) June 4, Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
865 ForestAve, Portland. 773-6886;Open
Mike Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Port- Woodland Collaboratlv. Folk ballads
and country/rock June 4, 3 pm at The
land. 774-1441.
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Pock.1 Band with Doug & Leah (rock)
Tickets are $101$8 . For more information,
LB's Pub, Rt. 302, N. Windham. 892call 442-8455.
8923 .
Comers lone (rock) The Brunswick, 34
W. Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Port & Starbird (acoustic) The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport.
Nlghtlif••(rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Regga. Jam with The Trlbe.m.n
(reggae) Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.
773-6886.
The Shak.rs (reggae) The Pound in
Cape Neddick, Shore Rd, Cape Neddick.
363-5471.
Kopl ••z (rock) 4 pm , Marble Bar, 53
York, Portland. n3-5516.
Stygian and Ph.adbac (rock) Geno's ,
13 Brown, Portland . 761-2506.

Sunday.

10 Exchange Street

e

lower level • Old Port • 773-1310

•
-Second Entree'

Monday.
Nightllf••(rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.
Oma. and Ih. Howlers (rock) Raoul 's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Swamp Zombla. and Th.lonlus
Monst.r (new wave) 5129 Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, PorUand . n4-1441.

Tuesday.
Regga. Nit.s with The R.negade.
(reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441 .
Rockln' Jak. & the Roller Coast.r
(rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St. ,
Portland. n4-0444.
No R.al Nelghbo... (rock) Mikie O's,
539 Deering, Portland. 772.0005.

Wednesday.
Rockln' Jak. & the Roller Coasle.
(rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St.,
Portland. 774-0444.
Rumors (rock) Mikie O's, 539 Deering ,
Portland. 772-0005.
Anni Clark (folk) Broad Arrow Tavern .
Harraseeket Inn, 162 Main, Freeport, 4-7
pm. 865-9377

RAMONES- BRAIN DRAIN
STEVIE NICKS· THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR
TODD RUNGREN • NEARLY HUMAN
LAND & THE RECUNES • ABSOLUTE TORCH AND
TWAG
TIN MACHINE - FEATURING DAVID BOWIE
DOOBIE BROTHERS· CYCLES

DOLLAR ' DAYS
A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Fo.um Stephen
Sondheim's musical performed by the
Actors Theatre of Maine through June 22
alThe OgunquitSquare Theatre in Ogunquit. For reselVations or more informabon, call 646-5151.
Company by Stephen Sondheim performed by the Portland Players through
June 11 at Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage
Rd, S Portland. Showtimes are Fri-Sat at
8 pm Sun at 2:30 pm . For ticket information, call 799-7337.
From the Top Casco Bay Movers Jazz
dance performance June 8-10, 8 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $12
and are available at the PPAC box office .
For more information, call 871 -1013.

. . new and professional
IiJI organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m

laying... R & B. Motow-n.
. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.
Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Only $1.00·
Every Monday ~ Saturd~y from 5:00 til 7:00p.m. is
Dollar Days. Get your second, lesser priced entree'

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873

for just $1.00,inciuding Mikie O's new Nightly

May 7.fJ·27
HORSEFEATIlERS • Portland
Every Sunday 5- 8pm
CASCO BAY LINES
Summer Mosie Excursions

Summer Specials!Now that's a deal!

~ORE •••
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Big Shrimp!

+esday

Little Shrimp!

FULL SIZE
LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT

+dnesday Prima Vera
I

t

THE

announces the:

Spring
Point

Watch for
Casco Bay Weekly's

RELEVANT

FICTION
A 20 hour "Learn to Sail
Program" offered weekly
all summer at SMVTI.
• Individualized instruction
• New "21' keel boats"
• Professional Instructors
• Flexible hours

Call SMVTI

IS.SUE
June 22

A IDS

PROJECT

hosts

THE AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT

BEBE
&the GARGOYLES
Special Guest The WHIGS

.ursday

Pork

+iday

Scallops

Watch for
Casco Bay Weekly's

+urday

Twin Lobsters for just $9.95!

RELEVANT

The Portland Exposition Building • 239 Park Avenue • Portland
May 25 through 29, 1989

Bring
this coupon in
between 11:30
and 5:00 and
get a draft beer
or a glass of
house wine
with your lunch
for one penny!

Hours
May 25: 6 - 9pm
May 26,27: 8am - 8pm

May 28: 8am - 6pm
May 29: 8am - 12 noon

The Quilt - See it and Understand.

for Information

539 Deering SI. • AI Woodford's Comer • Portland, ME

779-7303 ext. 244

207-772-0005

This space sponsored by Insider Publishing. publishe1'll of The Portland Insider

(exe, Sam Adams)

FICTION

IS.SUE
June 22
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Video Rentals Compacl Discs
Audio Tapes Nintendo
As well as carrying a wide range of pop,
country, classical, jazz, blues, reggae, new
age , soundtracks and ethnic music, we also
stock alternative sounds - thrash, metal
and college radio favorites.

;

PI.net.rlum Show. Southworth Planetarium. 96 Falmouth St. Portland (USM
campus).Astronomy shows: Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. Laser light
shows: Wednesday, Friday at 7:30, and
Saturday at 7:30 and 8:30 . Admission is
$3 for adults, $2 for seniors and children .
For more inlormation, call 780-4249.
T.lking With An ensemble piece by
Jane Martin celebrating the inner place in
all women that delines their personality.
May 26-28 at 8 pm at Portland Stage
Company, 25A Foresl. Tickets $8 and
may be purchased at the door. For more
inlormatlon call 985-2346.
Nol • Chenc. of .. Ghosl Original
Downeast musical comedy at the Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago Lake. Evening performances May 18, 19, 20, 25,
26. 27 at8 pm ; Matinees May 21 , 28 at2
pm . Tickets $10, $5 for children under 12
and seniors over 62. For reservations or
more information call 642-3743.
M.glcl .. n David Copperfield performs
June 1. 5 :30 and 8:30 pm at the Cumberland County Civic Center. Tickets are
$17,501$14 .50at the box office, Ticketron
or charge by phone (800) 382-8080.
Bigfool Siol. My Wife and Other Stories Mad Horse Theatre's final production
olthe season is a collection of some of the
best comic one-act plays and monologues
of the past few years presented in a multimedia style. Showtimes Thu-Sun. May
25-June 18, Theater 01 Fantasy. 50
Danforth. Portland. 8 pm Thu-Sat, 7 pm
Sun . Tickets $13111 . For ticket inlormation call 797-3338.
On. For All One-act plays. monologues
and songs presented by the Mad Horse
Theater Company May 25.June t8 at the
Theatre of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. Tickets
are $10 on Thu and Sun. $12 on Fri-Sal.
For more information, call 775-5657.

Come check these out•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annihilator
• Bob Mould
Laaz: Rockit
• Mojo Nixon
Sea Hags
• Hunters and
Collectors
Warrant
Expose
• Swans
Dixie Dregs
• Proclaimers
Captain Beefheart
• Treat Her Right
Frank Zappa
• George Michael
Gypsy Kings
• Throwing Muses
• David Lanz:

••••••••••••••••••• to be continued
You won't have to go out of state
again to find your favorites!

• We will special order •
Open 7 days a week • 10-10

,

207-846-4711

2~

.'-

u.s. Route

1, Yarmouth, ME 04096
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LIGHT UP
THE NIGHT!
Light up the night!

won 20 games by July and then
won 21 more before the end of
the season for a total of 41
victories ... Chesbro won 41 and
lost 12 that year.

The most amazing home run
hitting by one player ever seen
in a professional baseball game
was in the Texas League in 1902
when Jay Clarke of
Corsicana hit 8
HOMERS IN 9
INNINGS ...Nobody
else has come close
to that reco rd in pro
baseball history ...
Oddly enough,
when Clarke got to
the majors, he hit
only 6 homers in 9 YEARS.

•

Michelob Light - by
far the largest selling
super
premium
Light. Call for it Enjoy it - Michelob
Light by the world's
best brewer - Anheuser-Busch.

Incredibly, a big league baseball pitcher once won 20 games
TWICE in one season ... Jack
Chesbro of the 1904 Yankees

I

t

:

•

What's the all-time
record for a big league
baseball team coming from farthestbehind to win agame? ... On
June IS, 1925, the Indians led
the A's 1S-3 going into the
7th ... Many of the fans had left
the park, but the A's scored 14
runs in the last 2 innings to win
17-1S in the biggest rally in
major league history.

Diningout? Light up the night
with the finest super premium
light beer anywhere - MichelobUight!
I

Pine T .... Socl.ly is having a benefit
dance party with music by Red Ught
Rewe for their summer camp for handicapped children. The fundraiser is May
25 at Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave .• Portland.
Admission is $5. For more inlormation,
call 856-6124.
71h Annu.1 G .....t.r Portl.nd Rock·
Off High school band competition presented by the Maine Musicians Assn. and
the Portland Rec. Depl. May 28 atl pm at
Reiche Community Center. Tickets $5
and are available at Bad Habits, Cumberland Electronics, Daddy's Junky Music,
Recordland and Starbird Music.
World's L.rgest G ....g. 5.1•• Cumberland County Civic Center, June 3. For
more informabon call 772-<l181 ext 382.

opening.
N.tlonel AIDS Memorl.1 Quilt Patchwork of 10,000 panels, each bearing the
name of an individual lost to AIDS Will be
on display May 25-29 at the Portland
Expo, Park Ave., Portland. The quilt will
be displayed May 25, 6-9 pm; May 26-28.
8 am-8 pm ; May 29, 8 am-12 pm. Donations made at the quilt display will remain
in the community and will be distributed to
local agencies which provide direct care

cancer Program
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New for Summer
::
:::
-plastl'c tumblers- : : :: :
- =

~ Great for gifts,

f
-...:...J:-)

home and patio!

:::
:::

~d their

For more Inlormabon, call
The Devil'. Music: Portrelt. of the
BI ..... Photo~raphs 01 blues musicians
from MemphiS to Chicago by Myron
Samuels at the Portland Performing Arts
Center,25AForestAve.,Portland. 0pening reception May 25, 5-8 pm. Exhibit will
continuethroughJuly9andmaybeviewed
during performances at PPAC.

~ ar.und town
~

N.ney M.rgoll. Gell.ry, 367 Fore,
::: Portland. Outdoor Design "Garden Show'
::: with works by Mark Johnson. Abby Hun~ loon and Sharon Townshend through

~
47 India Street. Portland. 775-5011
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " , June 22. 775-3822.

•
Intl.l.bl. Sculplure. George York will
show slides and discuss his work May 25,
7:30 pm atthe Maine Writers Center, 19D
Mason. Brunswick. Program presented
by the Union of Maine Visual Artists . Free
and open to the public.
It.ly R•• I .nd Imagined The current
exhibit on Italian architecture is the subjectofagallerytalkgiven May 25, 5:15pm
and May 26, 12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of Art. Congress Square. Portland.
Free with museum admission. For more
Information, call 775-6148.
Art .1 Bowdoin Gallery talk given by
Susan Wegner. associate prolessor of
art, May 26, 3 pm in the Walker Art Building, Bowdoin ColIElj)e, Brunswick. Free
and open to the publIC. For more inlormation, call 725-3275.
Conflu.nc. Contr.st, Confllcl:
Tw.ntleth Cenlury Art al Bow·
doin Gallery talk on the exhibit will be
given May 27, 10 am in the Walker Art
Building, Bowdoin ColIElj)e, Brunswick.
Free and open to the public. For more inlormation, call 725-3275.
R.becca Goodd..I., textilesculptorand
garment artist, speaks June 1, 7:30 pm at
the Congress Square Gallery, 594 Congress, Portland. Program presented by
the Union of Maine Visual Artists. Free
and open to the public.
One V •• r Lat.r: The Clo.lng of
P.nob.col Poultry .nd the Tr.n·
.Itlon of. V.I.ran Employ•• althe
Portland Public Ubrary, Level One. June
2-29. The photographs and oral history
document the impact on the community
when such a traditional industry vanishes.
A public forum and slide presentatipn will
launch the exhibit June 6 at 7 pm . 7734761 ext 110.

O'F......II Gell.ry, 46 Maine SI., Brunswick. April Journal : New Paintings by
Marguerite Robichaux through May 21.
729-8228.
The c.nt... for The Art., 804 Washington, Bath. Collectors Choice, works of
art loaned by collectors through June 3 .
Hours: Tue-Fri 10am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm.
442-8455.
M.lne Audubon Socl.ty 118 U.S. RI.
1, Falmouth. Decorated porcelains and
gyotaku fish prints by Gail Sprague are on
display through May 31 . Hours: Man-Sat
9am-5pm,Sun 12noon-5pm. 781-2330.
M.lne Art. Comml. .lon Artworks by
participants in the Very Special Arts Program who are delegates to the Very
Special Arts Festival in Washington will
be featured at the Govemor's Gallery
Space, State House, Augusta, through
June 9, 9 am-5 pm.289-2724.

Life has enough hard edges.

Globel M.lne Conf....nc. Two-day
conference on Maine's future offered by
USM May 24-25 at the Holiday Inn by The
Bay, Portland. Keynote speakers are Brian
Urquart and Clifford Uncoln. For more
information, call 875-0500.
Joum.1 Work.hops with Alfred DePew for beginners and those who would
like to deepen and expand their joumals
June S-July 10; Mondays, 7-9 pm. Also a
Joumal Workshop for Men, Tuesdays. 79 pm . Both workshops run for six weeks.
Cost is $100. To register, call 775-3708.
D .. y C .... Trelnlng Jud Smith. Ed.D.,
will conductlWo sessions on child development, behavior management, and
stress management using the University
01 Maine's new interactive television system. Attendance at both sessions is recommended, Local session will be held
May 20 and June 3, 9 am -12 noon at 304
Payson Smith Hall. USM Portland and
303 Bailey Hall , USM Gorham. The sessions are Iree and open to the public, but
registration is required, 780-5455.
Sound Slaglng Public program lor the
appreciation of music reproduction and
recordings Mondays , 6:30 pm at Scandinavia House, 343 Forest Ave., Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information , call 773-47t5 or 774-9046.
Craphlc Design Software Solution.
Work.hop At Chroma, 305 Commercial, Portland, May 31 , 1-4 pm. Attending
will be Elaine Dennis, Letraset district
manager. No charge. RSVP 774-3599.
Longfellow Hous.opens June 1. Hours:
Tue-Satl0 am-4 pm. Admission is $2.50
adults, $1 for children under 12. 7741822.

N.twork of Small Bu.ln •••••
Monthly meeting May 25,6-7 pm, atTennis
of Maine Meeting Room, Falmouth . Guest
speaker Steve deBrie 01 Dale Camegie
courses will conduct a 30-minute workshop on effective communication skills .
For more information call Tim Saulter at
781-2003 .
The N.xl 4,000 D.y. Speech by federal EPA Re'lion 1 Administrator Michael
Deland, on fne plight of the earth's environmentand the threats to New England's
air quality, groundwater. marine resources
and human health . On MPBN , May 29.
5:30 pm .
VI.lon 2000 Citizen Stakeholders Forums Citizens are asked to share ideas
about the future of Greater Portland;
housing, land use, growth and change
are among the topics to be considered.
Community meetings areas follows : June
1, SMVTI. Fort Road. S. Portland; June 5,
Reiche School, 166 Brackett SI., PortIand;June6, Cape Elizabeth High School,
Ocean House Rd., Cape Elizabeth ; June
14. North Yarmouth Academy, 123 Main
SI. , Yarmouth; and June 15, Lakes Region High School, RI. 302 Naples. All
meetings run Irom 7-9:30 pm. For more
information, call 773-8655.
Women Buslne•• Owners Meeting
June 1, 6 pm, Chamber of Commerce
Board Room, 142 Free St. Portland. Topic
for discussion will be bene lit plans for
owners and employees. For more information call Becky Erickson at 761-0041 .

M.lne Audubon Socl.ty needs volunteers to clip newspaper articles that
mention MAS or are relevant to MAS
issues for their research library. The
papers can be picked up ay the Audubon
Society and clipped there or at your home.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

NAME

Carry the work
that feeds your belly
in a bag that's a
feast for the eye.

•

We're
Open
and we
Deliver!

THAT
ARTIST!
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Union Wharf Market
On the waterfront at the comer of Union Wharf and Commercial Street.
One Union Wharf. Portland . Maine 04101. 774-7399n74-7397.

Groceries' Meats· Produce· Deli· Beer I Wine· Mle • Visa· Amex

•
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& L
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H.alth Promotion .nd Medical
Prectlc. Bingham Consortium lor Health
Research Seminar Series May 25, 4 :306 pm at the Dana Center, Maine Medical
Center. Free and open to the public. For
more information. call 780-4540.
Klrilian Photography Agnnes Kraweck
speaks on vital energy and fumishes participants with a brief personal photographic
analysis May 26, 7 pm at Luther Bonney
Auditorium. USM Portland, Admission is
$10. For more inlormation, call One 01
Hearts at 774-0308 or 871-<l287.
Grounding Ang.r .. nd Aggre ••lon
Workshop offered May 27 by Pamela
Chubbuck. Yarmouth ProfeSSional Arts
Building, 37 U.S. RI. 1, Yarmouth. For
more information, call 846-0800.
Northe•• t M.taphy.lc. Workshopon
Wild Medicinal Herbs, presented by herbalist Corinne Martin . How to recognize
local plants that can be used as gentle
medicine, harvesting. drying , and making
salves, tinctures, liniments and teas will
be discussed throughout the day. Workshop at Northeast Metaphysics. 33 High
Rd, Cornish, 10 am-4 pm . $35 fee , preregistration required. 625-7447.
EvengeU.t Crelg W.gner gives a talk
'Encounter With Christ' May 28. 10:30
am and 6:30 pm and May 30-31 . 7 pm at
the Elim Assembly 01 God, 756 Middle
SI., Bath. For more inlormation, call 44322663.
M.lne C.nt.r for Ih. Blind needs
Special Activities Instructors. Whether
your expertise lies in cralts , dance. exercise. or games, you are needed. You
must have good leadership qualities, be
assertive, and be able to instruct in small
groups. Classes will run evenings 6-9 pm
or weekends. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 87410t5.
Communlly Employmenl ProJ.ct
provides job training and con structive work
experiences so that disadvantaged young
people will gain skills, economic opportunltyanda sense of responsibility. You can
help by putting in time as a receptionisl.
Training is offered on a word processor.
For more information call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Blood
Pr ••• ur./Chol •• t.rol
Sc .... nlng. June 1, 5-8 pm ; June 6, lt
am-2 pm at USM Portland campus gym ,
Falmouth SI. Hosted by USM Lileline
Center. First come. first serve; each
screening takes approximately 10 minutes. All screenings are open to the public. For more inlormation call 780-4170.
Mid-lif. Wom.n'. H •• lth I •• u . .: A
Po.ltlv. Appro.. ch Two-part workshop June 5 and 12, 6-8 pm . Fee is $20.
For more information, call 774-8669.

~ORE •••

"Generic A rtist",
For actual visual tune
into "Out on the Town "',

Can yo u identi fy the people who make Po rtl and happen? If you lov e
dance, music, art or just going out on the town , y ou may be eligible to
win a gala w eekend, "Out on the Town ." Each w eek for six weeks
Channel 24 alo ng w ith Casco Bay Weekl y and We LZ will be giving you
three clues to help you identi fy that mask ed marauder.
Unmask the identity of all six local artists and get yo ur entries to us in
time for the Old Po rt Festival on June 11 ,
All correct e ntries w ill be eligible ror prizes galore, including the Grand
Prize , an extravagant weekend " Out on the Town."

7 days a week
including Sunday
7a.m. - 9p.m.

IIIVC"II~UIIYt:

Services
e Workers Compo
• Background Checks
e Spouse Spying

• Legal
• Retail Shopping
• Bar Shopping
CCl II/ oclCl}! Clllcl Clsl, CliJol..I/lhcsc SCI I' ICCS

Rieha.edsoll &. Assoeiates

\

~

If this clue's not enough,
tune into "Out on the Town"
for a visual clue. Portland's show case
for local artists and entertainment, airs 7 p.m.
weeknights 10 p.m, Tuesday & Thursday nights.

Send your 6 guesses to: Channel 24.
For a recap of previous clues, tune in Friday nights.
P.O, Box 446 DTS, Portland, Maine 04101 or
bring them to our booth at the Old Port Festival

75 Clinton St., Portland 773-7301

BUY • SELL • TRADE

schools+libraries
Portl.nd Public L1br.ry. Monument
Square, Portland. "Maine: A Fresh Perspective,' an exhibit of Cibachrome and
laser prints by photographer Daniel Rossborough. "Porcelains in New England:
an exhibit of the Porcelain Artists Guild 01
New England. Bolli exhibits are on display through May 30 . Hours: Mon. Wed
and Fri9am-6 pm ; TueandThu 12-9 pm ;
Sat 9 am-5 pm . 773-4761.
Bowdoin ColI.ge Mus.um of Art,
Brunswick: 'Picasso: Imaginary Portraits,
1969'through June 4, "Asian Art in Miniature: Chinese Snuff Bottles and Japanese Netsuke' through June 4. 'Confluence, Contrast, Confricl: Twentieth Cen tury Art at Bowdoin' through June 4 .
"Recent Gilt: Selections from William H.
Alexander Collection' through June 18.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 10 am-5
pm and Sun 2-5 pm . 725-3275.
The Jo.n Whitney Payson Gall.ry
of Art, Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Ave, Portland. Payson Gallery of Art, 716
Stevens, Portland. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am4 pm (Thu until 9 pm), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm.
797-9546.
N. V.nnouth Ac.demy. 123 Main SI. ,
Yarmouth. New photographs by Abraham A. Schechter through June 12.

out.f town

The May 12 Dream Auction
and the Maine Children's

\""" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "" ' "

Gell.ry 127, 127 Middle. Portland. Recent Maine landscapes by Gina Werfel
through June 10. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6
pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
M.lne Wom.n In the Art. The statewide. non-rrofit group promotes women
artists in al media. An exhibit of works of
handmade paper, folk art, photography.
sculpture, rubbings , pastels. water colors
and pen-and-ink drawin!1s is on display
through June 3 at Fine Line Gallery, 636
RI. 1, Scarborough. Opening reception
May 21, 1:30-5 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-6 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm . 883-1510.
W•• I End Gall.ry. 34 Danforth , Portland. Abstract works by Philip Austin,
Susan Pallrey Pedersen, Thomas
Stenquist and Jack Welch through June
7. Hours: Tue-Satl1 am-5 pm, Sun 12-4
pm . 775-7949.
Portl.nd M ....um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat,
10-5; Sun, 12-5 ; Free on Thursday evenings, 5-9. Earth, Sea and Sky: Charles
Woodbury (through June 11 ).Italy Real
and Imagined: Etchings by Piranesi and
the Villa Billricci (through July 16). 7756148.
Cong ..... Squ.... G.nery, 594 Congress, Portland. Recent landscapes and
still liles by Maine painter George Van
HOQk through May 27. 774-3369.
B.rrldoH G.n.rI. .. 26 Free, Portland.
New sculpture by Jeff Kellarthrough June
10. Also at the gallery a collection of 19th
and early 20th centu ry American art.
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm , Sat 12-4 pm.
772-5011 .
Dean V.I.nlg•• G.llery, 60 Hampshire SI., Portland. Recent work by Alice
Steinhardt through June 11 . Hours: Thu
5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 1-5 pm , 772-2042.
Th. Artl . . .,.. 334 Forest, Portland. "Tabemaded: a collection of paintings, collages and constructions by Michael
LUKachko, through June 13. 772-5522.
Art Gell.ry .1 Six Deering. Portland.
Georgetown artist Charles V. Goodhue's
"The Maine Connection: an exhibit of
oils, aaylics and watercolors. Also at the
gallery, a group show of new works by
Charles Burdick, George Daniell, Timothy Parks, Cory Staid and J . Philip
Richards. Show continues through May
27. 772-9605.
Up Down. . .t to c.mpobeno Exhibit
01 paintings by Portland watercolorist
Suzanne M. Bourassa through May 26 at
Feller & Co., Cinnamon Building, One
Pleasant, Portland.
W •• t Side R. .t.urent, 58 Pine SI.,
Portland. Painted wood assemblages by
Ron Welch through May 28. 773-8223.
St.ln GI••• Gen.ry, 20 Milk SI. , Portland. Works by Chris Heilman and Joyce
Roessler through June 15. 772-0072.
B.yvl.w Gell.ry, 75 Market SI.. Portland. Recent paintings by Robert Cohen
through May 27. Hours: Tue-Sat9:30 am5 .30 pm , 773-3007.
M.lne POU .... M.rk.I, 376 Fore St..
Portland. Group exhibit by gallery artists
through May 25. Hours: Daily 10 am-6
pm. 774-1633.
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Program Schedule

Congress Street, Portland ~(.!

~3:32

Critic's Choices

1\

Diamonds· Gold· Silver· Watches ,
Rings· Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland - 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

UWe buy anything worth buying"

Band oj Outsiders
Phantom oj the opera
SAT
Operation Valkyrie
SUN Scarlet Street
MaN Tillie's Punctured Romance
30TUE La Mi/lion
31 WED Napo/eon
2511lU

26
27
28
29

Night at the
Movies Evenings

FRI

25 1HU San Francisco

The Inspector General
Three Came lJome
The Southerner
The Third Man
30 TUE The Man with the Go/den Ann
31 WED Life with Father
26
27
28
29

FRI
SAT
SUN
MaN

BUY • SELL • TRADE

An Old Port Tradition
GRFAT STEAKS

FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

Wby Go Anywbere Else?

LUNCH
Monday - Saturday 11:30-4:30

DINNER
Monday - Saturday 4:30-12:30

SUNDAY HOURS

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant

All fixed up sparkling
white. 4 BR's ready for
you to move in and enjoy
the Back Bay Views.
Just $92,500.
Call Chris Behan

Qntu"

, Lffi::JTI2I.

4:30 - 11 p,m.
83 Exchange Street, Portland, ME

773-4731

41 Middle St. e Portland
774-2972

.

5 Dana St., Old Port -761-9567

BALFOUR

Open Daily 5 a.m./Sat-Sun 6 a.m.

773~8224

-'

M." 25, 1989

~more

M

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

~~~~-------------------------------- .

Located on Beautiful Bowdoin College Campus, Brunswick, Me.

Victoria CrandaIl- Executive and Artistic Direetor

by
Brenda
Chandler

June 13-25
June 27 - July 9
July 11-30
August 1-13
Augul\t 15-27
Tues.-Sat.

BRlGADOON
THE MUSIC

THE KING AND J
ANYfHING GOES
NUNSENSE

8:0() p.m.

For Tickets'amI"
Infonnation calli .

MAN

Wed., Fri'" 'Sun.

A

2:00 p.m.

725-8769

FAR CRY FROM THEIR HAWAIIAN PROGENITOR

The pu-pus of Portland

My first introduction to the
A<je.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~.~.
~ phenomenon
known as thepupu platter was in a restaurant
off Route One on the northern
side of Boston. At the tail end
S~ire Morgan~s
catlnK "" drlnklnK saloon
of a long and dreary trip, we
46 Market Street, Portland • 774-5246
caught glimpses of a peaked.
thatched roof through the rain
--f«.~5~
and the beats of the car's wipers. Ah, homey, I thought. My
husband saw the PolyneSian
leer
of the restaurant's 40-foot
In a Hurry?
totem pole. Exotic, he thought.
Try our Quik-Lunch Menu
At least, we both agreed., there's
no neon. The vast parking lot
Soups $2.35 or Chowders $2.95
was packed. to the bushes, even
Sandwiches $3.75
on this wet weekday night. It
Turkey, Roast Beef, Vegetarian, and Tuna Fish
seemed
a good sign.
Salads:
A
wave
of noise and
Small garden $2.75
steam
from
bodies hit us
Large garden $3.50
as
we
edged
our way
Spring Salad $3.95
through
the
massive
Tuna and Co.ttage Cheese Plate $3.75
doors, All unknowing,
Hot Turkey Sandwich $5.50
.J
we walked slam into

!.11

We start A from scratch!

here. The original array of tidbits would have included. seaweed., pig, poi, fish cooked. and
fish raw. One pu-pu is described. as follows: "The snippet of pig is speared. on a pick,
dipped. in the soft poi, and then
dropped. gently in a pile of red.
crystal sea salt called. ula wa."
Not what you might find
around these parts.
The change in the platter's
nature began in Hawaii itself.
This, of a luau, pertains equally
to the pu-pu phenomenon:
"With the onslaught of tourists, all of whom wanted. to go
to a luau, and few of whom

.lii::=================~
Middle
America
with aI
~'i
•
mid-Pacific
twist.

:ROMEO'S ---,
:

family
' ~ PIZZA SCHIIVINN'

:

I
•
I
•
•
I SomethinQ you've.

I been misslngI doily homemade
I pizza dough!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Family Dining
Take Out
Pizza
Subs
• Salads
• Spaghetti
• Colzones

/RITaila

.,SHIKI
•
•
•
•

SaleS/New & Used
Cycling Clothing
Touring Gear
Repairs

Yankee
Pedaler
Bicycles

50, off small pizza
75, off a large pizza

Open 7 days a week
11:00 AM-10 PM

I

Yarmouth Market Place
U.S. Rt. One, Yarmouth, ME

I 24
I
L-

846-1473

-

with this coupon

I
I

I
I

WRLSON"I' .
Qrc§fTURNER
BOOKSTORE
ob-,b-,b- ,b-. . .,b-. . .,b- . .- ,b-,b·,b-

'if

"SIMPLY

E
D

SECONDHAND
BOOKSTORE"

u MAINE'S BEST
s
B

0
0

I

BICYCLES

•
HOURS

K

s

TUE.-SAT. 10-5
SUN. NOON-5

'if

773-4200

•

'if
R
A
R
E
B

0
0
K

s

85 Pleasant St. , Brunswick

729-8240

LEARN
TO SAIL
Our sailing school offers
basic and advanced
courses on Coastal
Cruising and Bare Boat
chartering - call today!

774-9774

!>

~

241 CONGRESS STREET

~

S

A

C

I LNG
ENTER

Box4 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101
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started. to catch the beat
of the tropical myself and
poin ted like a child a t the
many-colored. drinks in
front of diners all around.
"Look," I said, and
"look. "
The menu was a
jungle taus, "Gee, Idon't
know," I said to our
waiter. "What is everybody else having?"
"The pu-pu platter is
pretty popular."
"If you say so," we said.
It came to our table as a large
round dish heaped high with
chunks of things, mostly fried.
Flames came licking out of a
central chimney. Alanned., I
looked around us. Sure enough,
other tables, too, sported. what
looked. like small tribal fires,
People huddled close around
them and grabbed. and chewed.
and flung down bones, Following the manners of this place,
we reached for the meat
through a small palisade of
mini fruit kebabs and dug in,
The pu-pu platter made its
way here from Hawaii and is
pronounced., as one thoughtful guide book tells us, "as in
'Winnie the Pooh-Pooh'" (now
you know). Another guide
book declares that the "timehonored ha bit in bars and cocktail lounges - the offering of
the delicious compHmentary
hot canapes that in Hawaii are
called. puu puus - is almost extinct." I'm curious, are pu-pus
based. on an old tradition of
hospitality?
In any event, the original
pu-pus were solidly Hawaiian
and were hardly anything like
what we pass off as pu-pus

enjoyed. the food, all sorts of
substitutes have been slipped
in, including chicken, beef and
even spareribs, a Chinese specialty." With translation to the
U.S. mainland and mainstream,
pu-pus underwent a further
sea-change and became the
wholly un-Hawaiian thing we
have now before us, a thing not
of seaweed and fish in the raw
but of chicken and batter and
beef. It has a wide following in
this country, in both senses of
the phrase.
Portland has several pu-pu
platters to offer, three of which
I sampled.. The pu-pu platter
from the Wok Inn revealed all
the unfortunate tendencies of
the dish. There was food
aplenty and it was tender, neitherovercooked. nor poorly cut,
but most of it came coated halfan-inch thick in greasy batter
or had been left to marinate in
some gooey sweet "barbecue"
sauce before cooking. We did
the take-out thing, but even so
the smell of frying came eeling
its way out of the bag like a
genie and grew in our kitchen.
Grease made tracks across my
notes. The selection consisted.
of chicken fingers and shrimp

(both of which were better
stripped. of their doughy batter), chicken wings, eggroll,
fried. wantons unfilled., sweetish barbecued spareribs, and a
strip of teriyaki steak, also
sweetish. These came with a
strong sweet applesaucy duck
sauce and the usual soy packets and mustard,
The Thu Hong Platter (billed.
as such) is a cut above in execu'
tion but still offers nothing
unexpected., There were crisp
spring roles, tender teriyaki
beef threaded on wooden
skewers, chicken wings, meltin-the-mouthable chicken fin- gers in a thin crisp batter, fried. wantons with
an indetenninate dollop
of meat filling, pork
slices with the obligatory red. coating, and, of
course, spareribs. Their
duck sauce is subtler
than the Wok Inn's, their
soy sauce mixture made
mildly hot with red
pepper flakes. The platter comes to the table in
a teak revolving dish
with a flaming chimney
at the core. Since it took
up most of our table for
two, it rather preempted.
attention. Very shy persons might want them
to hold the fire.
The pu-pu platter at
Sala Thai, on the other hand,
surprises, not by showy presentation but by thedeHcacy and
difference: crisp, unbattered
chicken wings, minced shrimp
patties with scallions, light egg
rolls, coconut-marinated beef
and chicken sates with attendant peanut sauce, and, my favorite, small fluted. pastry shells
filled. with a lightly curried.
mincing of chicken, scallions
and com. Besides the peanut
sauce there were two other
sauces of sweet & sour variety.
They have a light but sure hand
with the spices. Even a feisty
fellow critic was impressed.,
Other restaurants in the area
offer their own versions of the
pu-pus, Most of these are quite
standard, although Giobbi's
advertises "Italian Pu-Pu Platter" and a friend claims to have
composed. a breakfast pu-pu
platter.
The pu-pu platter is, I suppose, what you make it. But
what you make it surely ain't
what it is, which is Hawaiian,
Too bad,
Brenda Ch.ncIler requested airfare to
Honolulu to do research for her next story.

Bird W.lk. M.ln. Audubon Society
offers free bird watching walks Saturdays
through June 24. AH walks begin at 7am,
raIn or shine. The May 27 walk is being
held at Biddeford Pool. For more information, call Phyllus Farr at 781-2330.
C ••co
Blc"cl. Club Saco River
Ride May 28, 35 miles, meet at Shop 'N
Save in Gorham at to am. For more
information call Gary Davis at 856-4520.
T •• ching About Forest. Three-<lay
workshop for teachers of grades 4-12 on
forest ecology, Maine's forests and 910bal
forestry concerns. Workshop participants
wlilleam strategies for moving students
toward understanding and valuing the
world's forests as important natural resources. Workshop is offered June 2729, 8:30 am-4 pm at the Maine Audubon
Society's Gilsland Farm, Rt. t, Falmouth.
To register, contact Carol LeMere at 7812330.

BODY
& L

Norlhe•• t M.t.phy.lc. 'Council of
the Rainbow Warriors: a children's workshop, will be presented June 4, to am-5
pm, 33 High Ad, Cornish. Experiential
workshop for ages 7-t2 will focus on the
fun and responsibility of the young rainbow warriors of today. Pre-registration
required. For more information call 6257447.
Young Fathers Prog,.m at the Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers a
support group tor youn9 fathers every
Monday at6 pm. EducaUonai groups are
held on the second Tuesday of each
month. For more information, call Betsy at
874-ttlt ext. 221.
T_n.nd Young Adult Clinic at Maine
Medical Center, Mondays 4-8 pm. Appointments are requested, but walk-ins
are welcome. For people ages 13-21. For
appointments or more information, call
871-2763 .
Tr.n.upporl is a non-profit, non-sexual
social and educational peersupportgroup
for transsexuals, crossdressers theIr
families , friends and people interested in
gender issues. MeeUngs are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm . For more information, call 854-3528 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box t7622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 MonumentSquare
(fifth floor), Portland, lists many support
groups around Portiand for PWAs and
the lovers , caregivers and friends of
PWAs. For more information, call 7746877.
H•• rllI_ C."tI.c R..... blllt.tlon
USM Lifeline Center program for individuals who have either had a heart attack or
coronary by-pass surgery. Classes held
at USM Portland gym and Reiche School
pool Mon, Wed and Fri. Call 780-4170 for
more information.
Funct.ment.l. of Ex.rel•• lnstructlon to-week, non-<::redit course through
USM lIfelone Center starts June 5 and is
designed for individuals with liWe or no
formal training or education in exercise
science, health fitness and exercise leadership. Classes will meet from 5:30-8 pm
on the Portland campus. Registration
deadline May 31. For more information
call 780·4170.

•
OUT
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Blk. rnaint.""nc. & S.f.t" Check
Clinics Trouble spots and preventive maintenance are the topics at these clinics
held every Saturday morning through June
24, 9-tOam, at the L.L. Bean RetaO Store,
Freeport
3rd Annu.1 O.khurst Milk Run 4
miles, May 28, 10 am , SMVTI gym, S
Portland. Walkers welcome, day care
available. Pre-race clinics at 9 am with
Joan Benoit Samuelson and race-walker
Dr. Moshe Myerowitz. For more information call 879-0208.
Project C .. du.tlon 3-MII.r May 28,
lOam, Kennebunk High School. Walkers
welcome. For more information call 9853842 or 985-2298.
YMCA B.ckBay SKJune2, 7pm , Back
Bay YMCA, Portland. Walkers welcome.
For more information contact Bob Payne
at 655-6006 or Maria Keefe at 655-7350.
M.rk Hottm.st.r Memori.1 5-MII.r
June 4,9:30 am, Westbrook Junior High.
For more information contact Jean Thomas, 22 Skylark Dr, Portland, 04103.

•
FOR
KIDS

R••d To M. Debut of series for children
on MPBN, which will air each weekday
night, beginning May 29 at 7:30. Premiere
story is -Donn Felder: Lost on a Mountain
in Maine: read aloud by Mary Peverada
of the Children's Department of the Portland Public Library.
M.lne M.dl. C.mp, sponsored by the
New England School of Broadcasting and
Husson College: An opportunity f?r high
school to expenence TV producbon, radio broa.dcasting, newspaper writing and
advertiSIng. For more ontormallon, write
Maine Media Camp, NESB.Husson ColPlzu Ricle. Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
lege, t College Cirde, Bangor, 04401.
sponsoring Thursday night bIcycle rides.
Meet at Pat's Pizza, Rt 1, Oak Hill. Rides Clowning CI ••• offered by the Young
People's Theater in Brunswick. Classes
are to-2O miles; pizza alter. All welcome.
offered lor kids in grades 6-12 May 31For more information, call Keith at 799June 10, 3-5 pm at Codman Hall, St.
1085.
Paul's Episcopal Church, Brunswick. Cost
Trek Acros. M.I_ Over 300 cyclists
is $60. For more information, call 725have already registered for the three-<lay
9379.
bike trek across Maine June 16-t8 to
raise money for the American Lung Asso- Children'. P...cleChildren'sandYoung
Adult Dept. of Portland Public Library
ciation. There is still time to register. Write
celebrates its summer reading program
the ALA, t28 Sewall St. , Augusta, 04330
with a parade from Congress Sq. to
or call t-800-462-LUNG.
Monument SQ. June 3 at to am. Maine
C.sco B." Blcycl. Club Weekly rides :
author Bruce McMillan will be the grand
Tantalizing Training Rides, Saturdays, 9
marshall, and children will be dressed as
am, 30 miles with no stops (Ray Walters
their favorite book character. For more
871-7670); Brunswick Rides t5-40 miles
information , call 773-4761 ext. 130.
Saturday Mornings, 7 am, Brunswick Mall
Children'. R ••ourc. C.nt.r, 741
Gazebo (Tom Legare 725-7314).
Stevens Ave., Portland. Workshops for
AqWlculture .nd AI.wlf. IN.tchchildren: 'Paper Flower Pictures" May
Ing Maine Audubon Society Field Trip
30-3t , 10 am and t pm. Cost is $1 per
May 13, 8:30 am-4:30 pm . Cost is $32.
child. Registration is necessary, call 797For information on this tnp and others, call
0525.
78t -2330.
Moonw.lk Exhibit celebrates the 20th
AII.ga.h Wlld.rne.. Wat.rw."
anniversary of America's first moonwalk
C.no. Trip for young people ages 15
through June 30 at One Monument Way ,
and up is being offered by USM's lifeline
Portland (enter ll-t3 Free St.). Hours :
July tt - 19. The ei~ht-<lay trip covers 60
Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm ; Sun 11 am-4 pm .
miles from Churchill Lake to the town of
Admission is $2.50 per person; children
Allagash . Fee is $550; registration deadunder 2, free. Admission price includes
line June 23. For more information , call
admission to the Children'S Museum.
780-4170.
Stori•• fo, Kid. Portland Public Library
Spring N.ture W.lk. .t Sc.,bor(773-4761) : Man, Wed and Fri, 10:30 am
ough M.rsh Walk for groups of all ages .
(except June 5-10); Riverton Branch liWalks are scheduled Tue-Fri through the
brary (797-2915): fOri, 10:30 am ; Scarborend ot the school year. Fee is $2.50 per
ough Public Library (883-4723) : Wed,
person with a minimum of $15 per group.
to:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and
For reservations, call Carol LeMere at
Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6 year olds); Prince Me781 -2330.
morial library, Cumberland (829-3t80) :
Atlantic Salmon Trip Gulf of Maine
Wed , 10:30 am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu,
Aquarium-sponsored trip leaves Portland
10:30 am (3-5 year aids).
7 am May 27 from Northport Plaza, returns at 6 pm . Visits the Craig Brook Flick. fo, Kid. Portland Public library
(773-4761) : Sat, 10:30 am and Tue , at
National Salmon Hatchery in Orland and
3 :30 pm ; South Portland Public Library
the Eddington Salmon Club. $15 for
(799-2204) : Fri , 3:30 pm .
members, $17.50 for non-members. For
registration or more information , call 772- C.sco Bay Mont.".ori SchoolSpring
Fair. Book sale, games , prizes , bake sale ,
232t .
fun for children ages 3-7. June 3, noon-3
Se.birds of M.tlnlcus Rock Maine I
pm. 440 Ocean St, S Portland. For more
Audubon Society field trip toone of Maine's
Information call 799-2400. •
most famous seabird nesting colonies.
June 4, 10 am-4 pm, leaving from Port
Clyde. Reservations required. For more
inform ation call 781 -2330.
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When
JUST one

JUST
won't do.~.

.. .bring it to
JUST BLACK & WHITE,
We'll copy your
original photograph
and make as many
prints as you like!

JUS I

We also process and
print all types of black
and white film and we
can make black and
white from your
color originals,

54 YORK STREET 761-5861

Protect Yourself with the
Ultimate Self Protection Devices
Guardian
Security Flashlight
• Use as a powerful flashlight
in om emergency or as a
personal protection device.

• Easily fIts in purse or pocket.
• Fast, effective and easy to use.

• ONE SHOT stops assailant
for up to 15 to 20 minutes.
• Contains an UlTRAVIOLET
dye that remains Visible for
up to 72 hours for Pol ice
identification.

• Non-letha.l - Causes no
permanent injury.

• Affordable to anyone
concerned about safety.

• Will even stop a person up

to 300 pounds!
• Effective on persons under

the influence of alcohol
or narcot ics.

Please add .sales
tax to your order
No C.O.D.

Thunder Woman
• The Thunder Woman is
• LEGAL TO CARRY AND
proven effective by Police
PROVEN MEDICALLY SAFE!
• Strong cnough to ward o ff • Effe ctive No n-Lethal Protection
any attacker no matter
what size he or s he may be. • Causes no permanent injury
• 65.000 Vo lts will give the
. • Affordable to anyone
attacker the shock of
concerned about their safety.
their life!
The Ultimate Self-Protection
Device for Non-Violent People.
• Penetrates through a 1/ 2"
thickness of clothing .
• Designed to protect yourself

from rea r attack

THUNDER WOMAN
SAFCTY LOCKING
MICRO SWITCH
Other M odels A"ail, blc

• 5 second s hock will leave the
attacker feeling like he fell O ul
of a 2 story bu ilding and
landed o n concrete p avement.

Please add sales
t.ax to you r o rder
No C.O. D.

10% discount on all orders received
by 5-31-89

Mail orders to: Ron Gervais P.O. Box 1069 Westbrook, Maine 04092
WARNING: THESE PROTECfIVE DEVICES CAN 13E lIARMFUL IF NOT USED PROPERLY.
THEY ARE KOTTOYS AND SHOULD 13E KEPT AWAY FROM CHILDREN.
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JUNIOR SUMMER CAMP
,
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Ans & Crafts
Organized Activities ";' ~
Music & Songs ~
Fun & Games
Let's Color
ANIMAL
Sk ill Development MAGIC
Activities
• Story Time
• Special Game Day
0,' Clown & Magic

~J.!f

Snacks
Free Play
t
..
Show n' Tell
Kidspon Equipment
'
Awards
SIMPI.£ SCIENCE
• Puppets
• Supcr TUesday Events
• Guest Speakers
• Professional Staff

ONDERFUL.

Fun and Fitness Cenler
U.S. Raule One, Falmouth ME 781-2671

PlAY SAFE.
STAY SAfEI
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QUINN'S RUBBER CHICKEN ROAST COMES HOME TO ROOST

SpOrts stars roundtable

It is that time of year to call bet 20 grand that Flutie would gling becomes an event in '92.
BobbyKnight: Medals,schtogether the Roundtable of win the Heisman. Of course I
blew
it
on
other
games,
but
my
medals,
who needs all thatcrap!
Sports Personalities who have
Are you trying to fit this year's
previously failed to respond to point is that the boy can play. The Russians cheat and the food
Joan Benoit Samuelson.: in the Olympic village stinks.
my phone calls, cards and letbody into last year's bathing suit?
ters. This historic meeting is Frankly, all this sleazy talk of I'd rather stay home, throw
being convened in a small Ital- gambling appalls me. Can't we chairs at the television and
ian restaurant on Portland's talk about having babies, run- scream at the kids.
Quinn: Thanks, Bobby, for
India Street at the request of ningmarathons, making comeJoin us for a one month
Pete Rose. (Dim lighting and a backs and Olympic gold med- that truly inspirational call to
introductory offer!
arms. Well-coached terrorist
good color TV were conces- als?
Rose: Joan, dear, I'd like to gangs are cheering around the
sions granted to the number
$/.:.. Now $20
one hit-and-run man of all trade you the batting glove I world.
was wearing when I broke Ty
Roger Clemons: Don' t be
on unlimited visits
time.)
Cobb's
record
for
that
gold
you
too
hard on Coach Knight. The
Mike
Quinn.:
Ladies
and
Expires 5· 27· 89
press can drive anyone's sangentlemen, welcome to Port- won in L.A.
J_B.S.: Stick it in the bat rack ity into a rubberroom and start
Students - call about OUf Summer specials
land, Maine - land of lobsters,
CALL TODAY
seagulls and parking tickets. and go back to Cincinnati you bouncing it off the walls. Believe it or not, I have said a
\\ ~ 1I~€W'i)§
Souvenirs from two out of the phoney baloney.
thing or two which was misinQuinn:
I
hate
to
change
the
1====:WfoI),
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ three will be adorned on your
subject
when
we're
having
so
terpreted by the scribes.
1=====(C,rc:
windshield after dinner. ConQuinn: Now it's time for
Ir 1
I I JNJ
sider them gifts from Portland's much fun, but there are other
IQ' II~
Rear of 170 U.S. Houle 1
finest. Now, letus proceed with voices to be heard. Larry, dessert. Please take the ice
cream cone from the waitress
I======-.::::!)'II ~L!:# Y
Falmouth, ME' 781-1502
our agendas. Raymond,you're you've been awfully quiet.
Larry Bird: I can get down- and bring it to your mouth. If
first.
Raymond Berry: My job is right graceless and disconso- you are successful on the first
to coach the New England late any time my team don't try, you will automatically be
Patriots, Out home field is lo- win the championship. I feel invited back next year.
FlorenceJoyner: Hey, who
cated in Foxboro, Massachudied and left you in charge?
setts. Training camp is underI'm the fastest woman in the
way and I am cautiously opti425 Forest Avenue, Portland
world. I don't need to be submistic. I am the most conservaNear Interstate 295
jected to this ice cream test.
tive man in North America. My
Rose: Flo, baby, would you
favorite color is middle-of-thebe a dear and change the staroad gray and I brought along
tion to ESPN. I need to check
a football signed by Doug Fluthe spreads on a couple West
tie-whkhI would like to trade
Coast NBA games.
for the bat Pete used to set his
Flo: You may have set some
• SUBS
total hits record.
stupid hitting record, but
Pete Rose: Ray, baby, you're
you're just another man on the
in luck. Originally there were
street to me. Change it yourself
50 of my record-setting bats in
existence. This is the last one like such a worthless heel. If Rosebud.
• PASTA DINNERS
Knight: You gonna' stand
and I bet we can make a deal. Pete bet more than a nickel on
Toss me the football and I'll this year's Celtics, he's brain- for that Rosie? Throw somedead, period. Oh, yeah, San- thing! At least tum over a table.
fling you the bat.
Bird: Who taught you your
Sandra Hedge: Gentlemen, dra, Red said he'd be calling
• FRIED DINNERS
manners
Coach Knight? Real
gentlemen, let's behave in a you this week. I think we're
Indiana
gentlemen
don't becivilized manner. If anyone in getting rid of McHale to make
have rudely to women.
this room should be passing room for you.
J.B.S.: That's true. I ran
Sweetness: Thanks for the
balls and toys around in a
• COLD DRINKS
tricky, confined space, it is me warning, Larry. I look forward through Indiana once and had
- the first woman to play for to scoring off some of your no problems.
Berry: I lost a football game
the Harlem Globetrotters. The legendary passes in 1990 and
in Indianapolis last year. Does
team calls me "Sweetness" and beyond.
Quinn: How about a repre- that count?
I'm not sure why. Please pass
• TAKE-OUT
Gallagher: If you knew how
sentative from one of the lesserthe sugar, honey.
to juggle quarterbacks you
Quinn: Ray, speaking ofthe known sports?
Gallagher: I'm considered would have won.
special football you brought,
Clemons: Is my limo here
will Flutie start in the fall? A lot to be among the world's best
of us New Englanders are quite jugglers, especially of un or tho- yet?
Quinn: Oh, heavens to
fond of Doug. From the time he dox objects. Don't underesticould walk, he has never lost a mate the deft hand-eye coordi- Clemons, look at the time. The
nation and intense concentra- FBI will be here for Pete any
game in Foxboro.
Berry: Nothing would tion required to juggle big time. minute now so let's wrap itup.
make me happier that to see O.K., for starters give me Rose's Thank you all for coming. I
Doug Flutie start for a team in alleged record-breaking bat, hopeyouenjoyed thecomeradthe Canadian Football League Berry's football from Flutieand erie and infectious sportsmanof perhaps for one of those Joanie's gold medal. (Success- ship as much as I did. Let's not
teams in Europe. I have to go ful juggle, followed by great hold this again next year and
with Tony Eason because he applause.) Thank you for the say we did.
gets paid more and that's what props. I especially like that gold
Mike Quinn'. Roundtable dream ended
medal. I'm going to win one for when
they told me to say,
he woke up and lound himself baRose: Ray, lighten up guy! I myself in Barcelona when jug- bysitting his fighting children .

We can help.
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The Place
774-2091

All classified ads, for the June1 issue,
must be in by 12:00 noon, Friday
May 26, due to the Memorial Day
weekend. Have a nice holiday!
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SALE BY OWNER. Portland. Two bedroom, 1400 sq.
ft. , WID, wall to wall carpet,
air con d., pool, tennis,
garage, tenth floor. Bayview.
Security building . Promenade East. $110,000 (718)
65800423, 8-9 AM

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction . Currently has
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft.
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood . Just
20 miles to coast, commute
PORTLAND. Northwood to the Augusta/Waterville
end unit townhouse. Two area (207) 426-9118
bedroom plus loft. 1 112 bath,
full basement plus extras.
t
$87,500. 878-8520

IC '¥flnIl

OLD PORT ARMS
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LOWER EXCHANGE STREET
Spacious, quaint, one-bedroom apartments
located in the heart of the Old Port.
Available in mid June. These apartments
have wall to wall carpeting, fully applianced
kitchens and intercom security systems. Rent
is $475 plus utilities. Call Spectrum Inc.
at 797-0223 - weekday mornings 8-12

Please call 797-0223 Spectrum Inc.

FOR RENT summer cottage at Peabbles Cove, Cape
Elizabeth . Two bedrooms.
$4000 for the season . Call
775-0229

(jrnil(']"fl~
NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs , furniture and appliances from Rent-A-Set. Elm
St. Topsham, ME. 729-6637

204 SPRING ST, Spacious modern one bedroom
apt. Recently redecorated.
WWC, large kitchen, lully
applianced, laundry lacility, FOR SALE: Brand new PA
private entrance. Apt. has an system . Ross speakers ,
extra room which could be Sunn amp, bought for $2000
used for a sewing room or will sacrifice for $1400 or SO.
study . Call Spectrum Inc. Call Sam 836-3310
weekday mornings at 7970223.
TRUE IBM compatible
NEAL STREET, Large, first
floor, one bedroom , WIW, ROOM FOR RENT. 536 computer system. At 10 MHZ
parking, heated, $525. 772- Cumberland Ave. Third floor mother board, 40MB 28MS
with shared bath . Quiet half height, Samsung color
1003
building. A must to see. $275 monitor, Star SO 15 printer,
SPRING STREET. Second heat and hot water included. Logitech hirez mouse, disk
drive Teac 1.2 MB, disk drive
Iloor, one bedroom , hard- 772-1003
Teac 360 K, software includwood floors, eat-in kitchen,
ing Telepainl games. One
unique bath. $340 including
year old. Untouched. $2750.
all utilities. 772-1003
874-2203
OUTER FOREST AVE .
Near Morrell's corner. Spacious modern two bedroom
apartments available. Parking, WID hookup, WIW carpet, fully applianced kitchen,
extra storage lor larger
items. $550 plus utilities. Call
Spectrum Inc. at 797-0223.
Weekday mornings.

TREE SPLENDOR ED,
beautiful three acre Lemington lot, twenty minutes from
Portland. Soils tested and
surveyed. Ready for your
dream home. $33,500. Uonel
Roy ERA Home Sellers O.
774-5766 or 283-1023 and H.
934-2202

NEW WOMEN'S Shogun
touring bike. Red 19 in. Cromoly Frame, Shimano derailleurs and braking system
$350 . Never been used .
Days 871-4542, evenings
767-6349. Great for active
person.
COUCH, brown, contemporary , Scandinavian Design .
Excellent condition . $225 .
774-2661.

.);:

ani mals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz s9IVices
boats
body & soul
bUSIness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

t
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COUPLE

SEEKING

responsible, non-smoker to
share our spacious chemIree apartment. Convenient
location near Western
Promenda. $200 per month
plus 113 utilities and security
deposit. Available June 1st.
774-9338. AMsllweekends
best.

ROOMMATE WANTED:
male 30-35, responsible to
share a two bedroom , one
and a half bath apt. in Scarborough . Sundeck, parking ,
WI D hookup , WiW carpet.
$282 plus utilities. Call 883-

5870
35 YEAR OLD GM smoker
with cat seeks roommate for
year around 2 bedroom apt.
with ocean views in OOB for
June 1. Looking for quiet respectable adult with dry
sense of humor. $275 per
month plus 1/2 utilities.
FEMALE

ROOMMATE

ROOMMATE NEEDED
for 3 BR apt,S minutes from
USM. Large, comfortable,
freshly painted, Y'ith cable
TV. $210 includes everything
except phone service
($51mo .). Call Karen 761 2725.
FUN, interesting, LF household seeks long or short term
roommate. E. Prom area. No
more animals (2 cats). Nonsmoker, neat, 26 plus preferred. PO Box 7685, DTS,
Portland, ME 04112
GF PROFESSIONAL,
sober, non-smOking , seeks
the same to share lovely
home near ocean in southern
Maine. CBW Box 282
ROOMMA TE wanted by
June 1. Prefer someone in
their mid twenties to late thirties. Rent is $166 plus 1/3
utilities. Call Armand or
Scott. 871-0126 home or
773-3434 work.

June 1, large wonderful third
floor apt., working fireplace,
porches, parking, across ROOMMATE wanted :
from park Stevens Ave . June 1 20-30. "Responsible,
Portland. No pets, no smok- honest, sincere, into own
ers. $270 plus utilities. $200 lifestyle, independent: Two
security. Tenancy on thirty bedroom apt. Brackett St.
day trial. Leave a message . Sunny, spacious, nice area.
773-2154 . Neat but not in- $225. Utilities, security deposit. 761-4696. Ashley.
sane.

saling

lhe Gastlng Naturalist

.

SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
ALONG COASTAL MAINE

MAC PLUS computer .
Three months old with new
warranty and System Saver.
$1300. Call 879-0956

ALDEN single ocean $cull,
blue. New oars (1988), 1986
boat. Excellent condition .
Ready to row. Great for beginner. $1200 or best offer.
($1850 new) Call 772~953
1984 CAPE DORY sloop
- 27ft, 13hp, exc cond, many
extras, $28,500, Iv message
767-4552. Will consider
some financing .

rec·
BALLOON FLIGHTS
Reservations made now
mean reduced fares for
summer apd fall flights! Call
for details . HOT FUN 761 1735. "Something's up ..
make it youl "

MOON OVER Bourbon
Street! Mardi Gras in June!
One way ticket to New Orleans Irom Portland. Limited
time to use. Price neg . 7733120

musIc
VOICE LESSONS olfered
by European-trained classical singing teacher and performer. My work focuses on
vocal technique, interpretation and breathing and body
awareness. Christina Astrachan 772-6031.

~-

COLOR MACINTOSH
IICX computer. 4 meg RAM,
BO MEG drive. New. Inquiries
774-9299

home services .
learning
'
legal services .,
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
: i'
person to person.:
recreation
'
ride board
roommates
-'f
stuff for sale
"
wanted
""
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for .sale
real estate. for rent

For Brochure .lnd Inform.-"ion :

Capt M ichael P. O 'Connor

THE COASTING NATURALIST
DiMillo's Marina, long Wharf

TI ME in spacious studio .
Downtown Portland. 2000 sq.
It. Ideal for actors, dan,?"rs,
yoga classes, etc . .Plano
and tape deck available .
Phone 774-5154 or 7753390. Low rates.

GREAT OFFICE space for
small
business.
215
Congress st. Street level.
Newly renovated. Bath and
off street parking. $295 per
month. 772-1003

LYNDA BARRY and
"Ernie Pook Comeek Fans",
now is the time to get on our
mailing list. We carry all the
books, T-5hirts, and posters
created by Lynda Barry.
Send your name and
address to : Mad Poodle, Box
99093-CB, Seattle WA. ,
98199--0093

P.O . Box 7572 • Portland. ME 041 12
(20 7) 77 2-888&

WHISTLES The Rape Crisis Center has whistles
available lor $3. Great for
key chains - also come with
breakaway neck chain . Proceeds benelit the RCC 24hour hotline lor victims of
sexual assault. Call 7743613 lor more information.

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE
• BY.

~

PHONE

e

VISA

~

775-6601
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CLASSIAEO POUCY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost 01 your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE lor
an types of classified advertising is Manday
.t 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edi1ion. Ads received alter the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwill
not print eds that seek to buy or sell sexual
services lor money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content CBWwill not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All inlormation pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricdy confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, elc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in , or a failure 10 insert, any advertisement lor which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

~oupon
the caw

Claultled
Policy before

completeing his
form. Write legibly
or type, and use
additional paper
necessary.

i'

If you derive regular income
from the subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And th""k you for

choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9,00
11.00
Each Add'i word
.t5
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

MESSAGE: ______~_______________________________________

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DEUVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
HoI lor publlc.llon: We need the following information
to print your ad. ~ will be held in strict confidence.
NAME _______________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE __________ ZIP CODE ____________
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ __ __ _ _ _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

Check _ __

Money Order ____

Mastercard _____

Visa _ __

Credit Card 1/ ____________________________
_ ¢ EACH

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD·RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

+----

Expiration Date

+ -------

=-----x _ _ __

L...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---J , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _z _-_-_-_-_-_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

____________________________________ May2S,
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HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't "pass" this
up" Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, personalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

PRECISION PAINTING
by Casso Trim and windows,
intricate work, paint and
stain, wood finishing, complete homes. References
786-0071

WOMEN interested in helping start a summer house
painting effort please call
797-0920 anylime. Fresh air,
exercise , flexibility, fun l (I
have a little experience. Do
you?)

PLUMBING and heating
repairs, service, installation, SMALL CAFE in Westrenovations, new additions, brook with staff of two lookcommercial and residential. ing for a third person. Varied
Free estimates. Reasonable duties include some cookrates. Master plumber. In- ing, waiting tables and
sured. Ouellette's PIOmbing general prep. Full time hourly
and Heating. 797-4859.
wage. Nit Witz Cafe 854-

SPRING CARPET cleaning special for a limited time
only, Lakeside Carpet
Cleaning is extending their
special. Clean any r
rooms, any size, 0
$69.95. Call Don at 1-80 .
312-1425 .
SEXY, luxurious lingerie. If
REPAIR your credit rating! you like it but can't afford the
Send $5 for guaranteed re- high speciality shop price let
port to Total Financial Suc- me show you how to earn it
cess Publications, PO Box by having heme parties. Ex6486 Portland, ME 04102
cellent $ opportUnity, also.
COLLEGE STUDENT with Start your own business! Call
truck available to do odd 799-1217 after 4pm.
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent THE PAINTER who has
references . Call anytime, been decorating New
England is finally in Maine.
night or day. 797-7126
We now have great opening
REPAIRS OR REHAB. savings for interior and
General contractor special- exterior paintaing. For your
izing in new or rehab projects decorating needs and for
for homeowners. Competitive your free estimates, call
rates and references. Call Norseman the Painter at
Jatco Inc., 883-9211 for 772-1620.
estimates.

Town & Country Upholstery

HELP WANTED 2 parttime positions. Knowledge of
natural foods preferred .
Morning Glory Natural Foods.
Brunswick - contact Susan
729-0546
VARIETY Store/Delivery.
Two positions. Position 1 Food prep, cashier, stock.
Flexible schedule, involves
weekends. Position 2 Same as above and includes
delivery of take out foods.
Must have transportation
and proof of insurance.
Hourly wage, tips and
mileage reimbursement. Apply in person: Harbor View
Variety 171 York St. Portland, Maine.

by Stephen Scott
868 Broadway
South Portlan.d, ME 04106

779-2291

Paul Aiken
Plumbing and Heating
New Construction· Renovation Repair
Remodeling & Small Jobs Welcomed

878-3211

Portland, Maine

Reliable Service
Licensed & Insured

ACTIVISTS: Are you
concerned about the political
environment in Maine? Join
the Maine People's Alliance
in our fight for environmental
and consumer protection!
Hours 2-10pm. Training and
benefits. Call Laurie.

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER
• PROBlEM: Drinking

waler supplies are

becoming contaminated

SBAOOUND

BmLDBRS
SPECIALIST IN DECKING

·contemorary
• cabinetry & carpentry
• building & remodeling

871-{)255 • 772-1761

I '.

\.

Asbestos
Removal

• SOLU110N: MULTI-

Safe· Prompt· Low Rates
EPA CertHied • Free Estimat.
State Licensed

• OPPORTUNITY:
Distributors needed!

Port City
Asbesto!i Abatement

JOURNAL WORKSHOP
with Alfred DePew. Mondays,
7-9 pm. June 5-July 10. For
beginners and those who
want to deepen and expand
their journals. Also: MEN'S
JOURNAL WORKSHOP .
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm. To
explore men's issues. Both
workshops 6 sessions .
$100. To register, call 7753708. Leave message.

PURE Tt.I systems g\Jaranteed 10 remove chlorine,
bacteria and chern icals

772-6740

Call us and BREATHE EASY

767·0873

learn in
DRAWING CLASSES
with Greg Parker. Landscape
drawing on location in Portland area. Sundays lOam to
3pm for four weeks starting
June4. Rain dates rescheduled. $100. Also, figure
drawing in my studio at 317
Cumberland Ave. Portland,
on Wednesday nights 6-9pm
for six weeks starting June
7. Models for each class included. $125. Both classes
open to students at all levels
of experience. $25 deposit.
For information call 7740751.

I~I4tl']i'('I~I4Itl']i _

bod & soul

biz services

CERAMIC CLASSES for
children ages 5-10. Learn
hand building and glazing
techniques. Educational and
fun! Saturday mornings or
Monday afternoons, Woodford area. Call 772-6829
ONE TO ONE tutoring services. Elementary teacher
with 6 years experience
available to tutor (summer or
year round). Excellent references. 846-6654 Andrea.

BASIC
B/W photo
classes. Darkroom rentals.
Call Armand at 773-3434.
AMBITIOUS ADULT
learners seeking degrees
wanted: to begin, continue,
or complete BSBA or BSAC.
Attractive credit transfer
policy. Call Husson College
South - 774-2895, or visit
222 St. John Street.

H 0 USE siting position
sought by professional
woman. Experienced caretaker of dogs, cats, plants
and older homes . Excellent
references upon request.
Call Ms. Valentine at 7752655

OPENING the HEART
Meditation is a way of developing basic friendship toward oneself and others and
creating harmony and
compassion in daily life. Five
Tuesdays, beginning June
13,7:15 pm in Yarmouth. Call
Carroll Dunn at 846-0764 after 6. ($30)
• RYTHMICAL Massagea combination of therapeutic
massage modalities using
various oils and ointments,
to achieve your personal
needs.
• Relieve mental and
physical stress, and tension,
relax and tone muscles,
improve joint mobility, and
integrate body, mind and
spirit.
An
appropriate
complement to counseling
and other therapies . Gift
cetificates available.
Linden Thigpen, certified
massage therapist. New
Images 142 High St. (across
from Sonesta), Room 515 .
By appointment 775-4010.

DWINELL AND HALL
workshops - JOURNEY
INTO
SOULMAKING
"authenticity and vocation",
non-residential: June 24 and
25 call: (207) 799-1024.
Residential: August 25, 26
and 27 call (603) 253-4366

HERPES Support Group
forming in Brunswick. Emphasis on information sharing and mutual support.
Meeting Wednesday, May
31, 7pm at the Unitarian
Church , 15 Pleasant St.,
Brunswick. Call Mark at 2684569 for more information.
LOVE YOUR country ...
but fear your government?
Join the Ubertarian Party 1800-682-1776. Maine volunteers needed.
r--G-:-ay-'~L:-.-.-"::-::-Ia-n-:'::--'
Join thouiand.oIlo.b;on. and gay
mon in Maino. Suboc,ibo 10 OUr
p...... fa< 1- oompio and.ubscripl:ion jnf~ lmoiled in a
plain .....Iopol wrilolo:
~ Our Paper D.pt. Z
•
P.O.Box 1 0744
I'ofriand, Maino 04llM

1986 VOLVO DL wagon.
AlC, am/fm cassette, cruise
control, 25,500 miles. Like
new. Snow tires included.
$12,000. 799-t510.

ISUZU TROOPER 11-4
wheel drive, 1985. Low miles,
30,000, AMlFM stereo casI sette, new radials, muffler,
HD battery, roof rack, relocating must sell! Asking
$6,900. Call 797-7128 .

Winner receives two movie tickets
compliments of the Maine MaIl Cinema!
SWF 38 young looking, preny (great smile)
and petite, former 60s flower Child, now a
business woman, but the heart still bleeds
liberally, looking for an attractive and fit male
former flower child under that pin striped
shirt. I enjoy movies, books, Celties, Red Sox,
conversations and walking. If you think
Mowtown and Golden Oldies are still the best
and miss dancing. write me about yourself,
photo would be nice, but not necessary.
Portland area. CBW Box 283

CHEVY CHEVETTE 1984
4-door hatchback, 75,000
miles. Asking $1600 or best
offer as is. Clean car with
regular maintenance. New
muffler, rear shocks. Call
854-1580, leave message

Jf you have placed. an ad in the casco Bay Weekly per"!!lonals your
ad 15 automatically entered In the PE~ONAL 011 TIlE WEEK contest
for that week .....e arc looking (or ads that are crntt.e, witty .00 fun.
~nnet5 will recdYe thdr tlcketsln the maiL

SWM LOOKING for a
SWF to share the outdoors
and cuddle with. Would like
her to be 35 to 40. Must be
gentle and like walking on
the beach, holding hands
and cuddling. Long term
relationship possible. Please
send phone number and
photo if possible. Send to
CBWBox281

SWM 29. If you are 21-31,
and you are honest, loving,
caring , compassionate, sincere, fun-loving, fairly humble, faithful, attractive, cudBEGINNERS TAROT.
diy, realistic, and you enjoy
long walks, long talks, and
Were you interested or curious enough to buy a deck of
lifes simpler pleasures, then
perhaps we should meet? I
tarot cards only to have them
languish in some out of the
know who I'm looking for, but
way spot, unused an un·undo you want to be found? I'm
derstood? Now is the time to
LF. 34, well educated, inter· .willing to do my part, yours
get to know these cards with
esting, active, in need of so- starts with a letter and a
the strange pictures on them
cial stimulation seeks like photo please. See you soon.
and find out how to know
minded others for summer CBW Box 284
them and use them. We will
activities. Boating, beach,
briefly explore the history of
music/art, etc. CBW Box 279 SWF 34 5'7·. Attractive,
divination to give us a
active, sensual, sexy, playframework to operate in and
ful, bright, intense, pensive.
HI!
TO
REACH
the
places
then move on to the practical
of your dreams, you must Loves faded jeans, leather
aspects of consulting the
find a friend to guide you, miniskirts, designer silks .
cards and their appropriate
then
travel together helping Wide range of interuses. Tuesday evenings, 4
each
other. SWM - young - ests/experience. Seeks
weeks, June 6, 13, 20, 27,
friend/lover at least 5'9" who
6:30 - 8:30PM, Classes held LIFE READINGS chan- thirtysomething, 5'10", 160 inhabits his fit body as his
in Portland. Fee $20 per neling and traditional therapy Ibs, looking for someone life: with confidence and
session , bring your cards! ! for empowerment for people special inside her soul, outer ease. Self-reliant, strong,
in transition. Barbara Bart- decor unimportant except for
Call Ken (207) 775-1658
ley, M. A. Certified Reiki smilel So write and tell me gentle, loving, impeccable
Practitioner. Center for New about yourself and I'll write and passionate towards life.
One woman man, open to
WOMEN: Does being in Age Studies, Thompsons back. Have a great day.
marriage and child(ren) .
love mean being in pain? Point Portland. 775-7135 or CBW Box 277.
Photo please. CBW Box 272
Learn how to change dy s- 802- 436-2355
functional relationship pat- ROLF THERAPY of
terns. Therapy group now Portland is pleased to SWF 38 young looking, YOUNG FEMALE writer,
forming based on "Women announce the opening of its pretty (great smile) and pe- early 20s, new to Portland,
Who Love Too Much." For in- new office at 158 Danforth
tite, former 60's flower child, seeks male companion, 20s,
formation call 871-9256
now a business woman, but 30s. If you see yourself in
St. Call 774-3175 for free
consultation. To reduce the heart still bleeds liber- the ideas of Ralph Waldo
ally, looking for an attractive Emerson, if you identified
stress and improve posture.
and fit male former flower with Stephen Dedalus in Porchild under that pin striped trait of the Artist as a Young
shirt. I enjoy movies , books, Man, then we have a common bond. CBW Box 283
Celties, IIIred Sox , conversation , and walking . If you
CASCO BAY Montessori EXPERIENCED profes- think Motown and Golden
School summer programs sional Nanny seeking part- Oldies are still the best and
featuring arts, nature and time employment in Scarb. to miss dancing, write to me BIWF 20s into alternative
rock, films and fitness seeks
dance. Five consecutive 2 Portland area. Own transabout yourself, photo would G or BiWF for friendship .
week sessions 6/19 through portation and lots of referbe nice, but not necessary.
8/25 . For information call ences. Call 883-1473, leave Portland area. CBW Box 283 CBW Box 286
799-2400
message If no answer

VOLVO 1979 245 DL
wagon, auto , 89 thousand
original miles , one caring
owner. All services, immaculate inside and out. $4500
firm . Call evenings 883-9822
1981 AUDI 5000 Sunroof,
air,
Alpine
stereo/cassette, cruise control. New automatic transmission, battery, sticker.
115,000 highway miles .
$3500. Call Maureen 9674295 mornings, 772-4937
after 1 pm.
SUBURU GL 1982 two
door, PB, PS, PW, rear defrost, am/fm tape, sporty, 80
thousand miles, $900 or best
offer. Andy 773-5352

AUDI 5000S 1981. AC,
CC, sunroof, Alpine sound,
1968 V4 SAAB delux. new battery, new transmisI Runs and looks good. sion, luxurious, $2500. t975
Classic lines. $700. 283- Volvo sedan, automatic, new
0753 after 6 pm.
engine, exhaust , tires,
brakes, battery, great body,
dependable. $1200 967CHEVY CAVALIER 1986 4295.
34,000 miles, one owner.
Two door, five speed, white. 1976 VOLVO 242 DL
New: front brakes and tires, Good body and engine, clean
rear shocks, muffler, tuneinterior, high miles . Asking
up, sticker. Lifetime rust$800 or best offer. 766-2313
proofed. Runs great. $3900
early am or evenings.
or best offer. Call 772-7831
1979 MAZDA RX-7, 5CLASSIC CAR 1951 speed, AlC, sun roof, stereo.
Lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare. Great shape. Fun sports car.
One owner. White walls. $2500.
Power windows, seats. Baby 1981 Honda Accord. Top
blue with lots of chrome . condition. Looks new. Well"Suicide" doors. Luxury car maintained. $1750 . 839of another era. Collector's 3041, keep trying.
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 firm . Call 7750985. Leave name, number RENAULT FUEGO 1982,
100 thousand miles, PS, PB,
on machine.
5 speed. New tires, resCAMERO.
T·BIRD. onator, alternator, battery,
brakes. Immaculate interior
Mazda, Buick ... selling your
and exterior. No rust. Excelcar? CBW can do it!
lent shape . Going to school
must sell. $1500. Evenings
772-3037
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• REPAIR CARS?
• PULL TEETH?
• DEAL ANTIQUES?
• SELL HOUSES?
• SHRINK HEADS?
• TUNE PIANOS?
• PLANT BULBS?
• PET SIT?
• TEACH ITALIAN?
• SING AND DANCE?
• HIRE SCIENTISfS?

+ PLAY GIGS?
• VIDEO WEDDINGS?
Choose Casco Bay
Weekly as a vehicle for
delivering the message
about your business
to the Portland area's
most active readers.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they can trust. Help then
find you in the CBW
Classlfleds.

'lTie :Per.scnaf

CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW IT

173·1688

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE

,----------------

574 Congress St.
(Above Record Land)

761-8084

10.

~~

The Real Puzzle 1121
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland. ME 04102
SOLUTION TO REAL P UZZLE

1989 United Feature Syndicale.

#19

We have no way of checking
whether or not the people who entered this week's Real Puzzle chcatcd
by cutting out the patterns, but we do
know that first prize goes to Kathryn
FarrisofScarborough,and second goes
to Florence Cave of South Windham .

NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF
10 am to 11:30
Lobster Fisheries and
Island History Cruise

1:30 to 3:00
Lighthouse and
Shipwreck Cruise

12:05 to 12:55
Lunchtime Harbor
Cruise

3:30 to 5:00
Naturalist Cruise
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BUT BECAUSe: OF My' F~ATNESSI TO KENNY 1 AM TOO Lf,ME ECAUSE OF MY
FLATNESS I'M SUPPOSEO To f:,() WITH A
GUY MORE DEFEC,T\\IE THAN ME WHle
THERE IS NO WAY \ WIL.L DO.
IF I PUT JUST A LlllL£ OR.E KLEENEX
IN E~ER'( OAY I WONDER WOULD AiJYOtJE
NOTICE. _

~::- ~
~"c' •.

I

((((l~ .::':

EARLY DEADLINE:
All classified ads. for the June1 issue,
must be in by 12:00 noon, Friday
May 26. due to the Memorial Day
weekend. Have a nice holiday !

~o

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If sa Iherccould bea 520 gift certificate for Alberta's in it for you (first
prize). Or tickets for two aboard the
Longfellow Cruise Lines (second
prize). Winners will be sclecled from
~( )
among thecorrcct entries by a random -=
drawing. Contestants arc ineligible 10
win more than one prize in a four- ...,• •
week span, and only one entry is al11 .
lowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, May 31 The solution to
this week's Real Puzzle will appear In
the June 8 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

by Lynda Barry

Saturday, May 27,7:30-10 p.m.

Please use the "Do It Yourself" Classified ad form
and enclose thjs coupon to receive a free week.

\

backfirc
housework
_ backhand
__ flypaper
_ hangover
_ handout
_ firefly
_ paperback
_ hangout
overhand
_ paperwork
firework
_ housefly
_ overhang
outhouse

ernie pook's comeek

Sunset & Harborlight Cruise

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

31 Elu:hange s< .. II:>rtIand. ME 04101

~,:

5:30 to 7:00
Portland Headlight
Cruise

Try something
different this week:
a CBW Person to Person
ad. It'll introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers, more than a few of which are
single, and all of which are well read!

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
be fun again. Why wait ~.c
any longer? Call
muLn
The Personal1buch.

DECODE

The following pallcrns yielded
cubes when properly folded:
A, 0, E, G, and H

,\\

When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

ART

Each of the numbered pairs of
symbols at thcright stands fora word
below. ITheydon't look like the words
they represcnt - they're just arbitrary
designs.) See if you can match them
up.

• GIVE MASSAGES?

child care

I

________ 27

wees
t

PERSONAL
POWER
Objects: A workshop in
which participants learn to
use "power objects" such as
crystals or wands to channel
energy for spiritual, healing
and intuitive work. June 3,
9:30- 1:00. Brunswick. Call
Regina Schaare at 729-0241
for registration information.
KIRILIAN Photography as
an aidlinformant in nutritional
analysis, exposes/reveals
energy blockages that may
manifest within/about the
subtler/auric energy fields of
the human body . If the divine
energy
flow
is
obstructed/prevented from
reaching the cellular levels,
allergies/diseaseslmalfuncti
ons in various forms will inevitably occur. Please join
ONE OF HEARTS in welcoming to Portland, Maine, international lecturer, AGNNES
KAAWECK, Ph. D. on Friday,
May 26, 1989, at 7:00 p.m.
at U.S.M. Portland, Luther
Bonney Auditorium, as she
shares/reveals information
on the extremely important
matter of VITAL ENERGY. In
addition to furnishing each
participant with a brief personal photographic analysis,
Agnnes will be available for
more detailed consultations/evaluations on Saturday and Sunday, May 27-28.
For tickets, $10.00, information/appointments, please
call or write ONE OF HEARTS
P.O. Box 15143, Portland,
Maine 04101,774-0308 or
871-0287

1=
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=9
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One Long Wharf • Portland • 774-3578
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We guarantee your satisfaction with
any product you buy at Wick..

Lumber. " you are not satISfied with
your purchase, simply return the item.
together with proof at purchase within
30 days of purchase, and we wiN
gladly exchange it Of, ij yeo ",efer,

Us. Your Wiens Lumber Cherge
Start improving the Yalue of your home
• today! If you don't have a WIC!<es
Lumber Charge ask for an applation

at

-.

...

refund your purchase

~.~

Stanley
Powerlock®
30' Tape

Stanley

• 1 blade width
• A must tor the do-,I·

•
•
•
•
•

16 Oz.
Hammer

yourselfer

• We carry a complete line
of tools

in full.

Tubular aU steel handle
Double beveled claws
Contoured vinyl gnp
Rim tempered
Model 51-490

3/8" Cordless
Reversible
Drill

7%"
Circular
Saw

• 65 watt DC motor
• Ban beating construction
• Trigger sWitch with

• 2Ya horsepower

forward'reverse lock

•
•
•
•

2-year home use warranty
Metal blade guard
2 handles
Pivot adlust shoe

13~ 10!~

1',
I-

pnce

nearest Wickes Lumber.

I

!',

33-4304t62947

150/'"

4t63382

ON PAINT

Dirt Fighter ™ Exterior Paints
Flat Latex

1349

OillAlkyd

1999 .
Porch and Floor
Latex Gloss
16!~ 1:~£~5:::~;"29'
18!~~

• 10 year durabtllty
• Good one-coat coverage
• Chalk, mildew, and
fade resistant
• Non-yellowing formula
Regular $17f1l

Gallon

Save $4.510!

4810016

•
•
•
•

Gloss white finish
One-coat hiding
Fade resistant
Long lasting
RegularWfIl

~~~r72

Oller 150/0 oil!

Thompson's
Wood
Protector

Superior wood preservation
rot and mildew

~alnsl

• Super'· One Coat lor
exterior & Intenor use
• Fade resistant
• Rust Inhibitive
• Use on wood or metal
Regular ~fIl

• Enamel for Intenor and
extenor floors. stairs.
and porches
• Excellent for concrete
wood. and metal
Regular $19f1l
I

4616286

$3 oil!

Prices Effective
Through

May 31, 1989

Save $a!

4816575

Gal~n

Save 100/'"

Thompson's
Water
Seal
• Effective on concrete,
wood, masonry, or any
porous material
• Protects against the

• Store stock only; not
available In al( stores
• Choose from sohd Oil,

semHransparent.
or weatherscreen
• No special orders or
ralnchecks al sale prtce
• Gallons or quans

fi1! 20!oOFF

Gallon

772·2884
238 Riverside St.
Portland, Maine

Exterior Oil Stains
• End of season stock
reducllon

HOURS
Mon.-Thur.
Friday
Saturday

8-6
8-8
8-5

We Deliver!
Ask At Store
For Details
~~' Wickes

, Lumber

-------

